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Abstract 

Peptide drugs are an exciting class of pharmaceuticals currently in development for the 

treatment of a variety of diseases; however, their main drawback is a short half-life, 

which dictates multiple and frequent injections.  We have developed two novel peptide 

delivery approaches –Protease Operated Depots (PODs) and GLP-1-ELP depots– to 

provide sustained and tunable release of a peptide drug from an injectable s.c. depot.   

 

We demonstrate proof-of-concept of these delivery systems, by fusion of monomer or 

protease cleavable oligomers of glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1), a type-2 diabetes 

peptide drug, and a thermally responsive, depot-forming elastin-like-polypeptide (ELP) 

that undergoes thermally triggered inverse phase transition below body temperature, 

thereby forming an injectable depot.  Utilizing a novel system we designed for repetitive 

gene synthesis, various GLP-1 polymers were designed and tested as potential 

therapeutic payload for PODs.  By attachment to various ELPs, designed to transition 

above or below body temperature, we created both depot forming GLP-ELP fusions and 

soluble control.  All fusion constructs maintained alpha helical content and were shown 

to be resistant to proteolytic degradation.  In vitro activated PODs and GLP-ELP fusions 

were able to activate the GLP-1 receptor and remarkably, a single injection of both GLP-

1 PODs and GLP-ELP fusions were able to reduce blood glucose levels in mice for up to 
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5 days, 120 times longer than an injection of the native peptide drug.  These findings 

suggest that ELP based peptide depots may offer a modular, genetically encoded 

alternative to various synthetic peptide delivery schemes for sustained delivery of 

peptide therapeutics. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Diabetes 

Diabetes is a group of diseases marked by high levels of blood glucose, resulting from 

defects in insulin production and/or insulin action.  While type-1 diabetes is an 

autoimmune disease in which pancreatic β cells are destroyed, usually in childhood[1], 

type-2 diabetes is a progressive metabolic disorder in which insulin resistance, 

inadequate insulin release and β-cell failure cause poor blood glucose control[2].  One of 

the most common chronic diseases[3], type-2 diabetes accounts for 90 to 95 percent of all 

diagnosed cases of adult diabetes[4] and has been steadily increasing over the past few 

decades, with an estimated global prevalence of 439 million by 2030[3].  While it is 

currently most common in middle age and elderly populations, type-2 diabetes is 

steadily increasing among young individuals and is projected to become the most 

common type of diabetes among school-age children in the next decade, most likely due 

to increased prevalence of obesity in this age group[2].    

 

Diabetes is currently one of the major causes of death in most developed and developing 

countries[3].  As the disease progresses, complications include heart disease, kidney 

failure, limb amputation and blindness.  The financial implications of care and 

complications resulting from type-2 diabetes are vast, with diabetes related costs in 
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many countries amounting to 5-10% of the total healthcare budget, with an estimated 

cost of $132 billion in 2002 for healthcare and lost productivity[5].   

      

1.1.1 Basic Concepts in the Physiology of Glucose Control 

Insulin is the primary mediator of glucose regulation.  Upon meal ingestion glucose 

levels rise and glucose rapidly penetrates into the β-cell via glucose transporter-2, and is 

metabolized to ATP.  An increase in the ATP/ADP ratio closes potassium channels, 

which open calcium channels and the resulting increase in intracellular calcium triggers 

insulin release.  Insulin then reaches the peripheral tissues where it binds specific 

plasma membrane receptors that phosphorylate insulin receptor substrates and 

ultimately act to increase glucose uptake by muscles, reduce hepatic glucose production 

and prevent fatty acid release from fat tissue.  Additionally, Glucagon-like peptide-1 

(GLP-1) is released by gastrointestinal cells with response to fat, protein or glucose 

(meal) ingestion[6].  GLP-1 augments insulin secretion and production by the pancreas, 

slows gastric emptying and reduces hepatic glucose production[7, 8]. 

 

1.1.2 Pathophysiology of Diabetes 

Type-2 diabetes is a progressive metabolic disease.  Initially, prediabetic individuals 

may display normal glycemia with insulin resistance caused by impaired glucose uptake 

by the muscles and lack of hepatic glucose suppression by the liver, both of which 
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increase the need for insulin production and secretion by the pancreas.  As the disease 

progresses, the constant demand for high insulin levels cause pancreatic β-cells to fail, 

and combined insulin resistance and insufficient insulin production lead to overt type-2 

diabetes[7].   

 

More specifically, the pathophysiology of diabetes is currently described in terms of the 

“ominous octet” which depicts the 8 cell groups and organs that are involved in type-2 

diabetes pathogenesis.  Glucose intolerance is caused by decreased glucose uptake 

(muscle), increased hepatic glucose production (liver), increased glucagon secretion (α-

cells) and diminished insulin secretion with β-cell deterioration (pancreas) – all of which 

cause persistent elevation in blood glucose levels.  Even as plasma glucose levels 

increase, glucose reabsorption capacity and glucose reabsorption by the kidney increase 

as well, preventing excess glucose from being excreted in the urine.  Secretion of 

inflammatory adipocytokynes by dysfunctional fat cells stimulate hepatic glucose 

production and increase muscle insulin resistance and increased lipolysis inhibits 

insulin secretion[9].  Decreased secretion of glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) by the 

intestine and resistance to gastric inhibitory peptide (GIP) lead to an increase in 

postprandial glucose levels due to a diminished incretin effect (section 1.1.4).  Finally, 

cerebral insulin resistance (brain) reduces the ability of insulin to act as an appetite 

suppressant promoting both increased glucose intake and obesity[7]. 
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Abnormal glucose metabolism and chronically elevated blood glucose and triglycerides 

increase susceptibility to a host of long-term complications caused by type-2 diabetes.  

Impaired vision and blindness are caused by diabetic retinopathy, which is an extremely 

common complication of type-2 diabetes and is frequently already present at the time of 

diagnosis.  Potentially lethal nephropathy develops in ~20% of patients, who may lose 

kidney function or develop associated vascular complications.  Peripheral neuropathy is 

also characteristic of type-2 diabetes, the risk of which increases with duration of the 

disease[10].  Of all diabetes related complications, the major cause of morbidity and 

mortality is cardiovascular disease with 2-3 fold higher occurrence rate in diabetics[11] 

stemming from hyperglycemia, hypertension, increased coagulation potential and 

underlying kidney disease.  Finally diabetes also increases the risk of infections and 

cognitive impairment[10].    

 

1.1.3 Current diabetes therapy 

Due to the complex nature and numerous organs involved in the pathophysiology of 

type-2 diabetes, most patients are prescribed a treatment regiment composed of multiple 

drugs, each designed to correct various aspects of the disease or to act in synergy to 

improve glucose tolerance.  Consequently the drug combinations and doses are likely to 

change, and typically involve both several oral medications and a schedule of frequent 

injections.  
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-Metformin:  metformin acts to reduce hepatic glucose production.  Metformin 

has been shown to reduce the incidence of cardiovascular events, although it does not 

improve insulin resistance, vascular function or beta cell mass but it is not associated 

with weight gain unlike insulin and insulin enhancing drugs[9].  However, it has been 

shown that following an initial drop in HbA1c, metformin treated patients progressively 

deteriorate due to decline in β-cell function[7].   

-Sulfonylurea derivatives:  This class of drugs enhance pancreatic insulin 

secretion by blocking potassium channels in the β-cell[9].  Treatment with sulfonylurea 

is associated with weight gain and the direct effect on insulin secretion is related to 

higher risk of hypoglycemia.  Moreover, as is the case for metformin, sulfonylurea 

treated patients also progressively deteriorate due to decline in β-cell function[7].   

-Thiazolidinediones (TZDs):  These drugs are potent insulin sensitizers and 

have also been shown to improve vascular function, reduces plasma fatty acid levels and 

inflammatory adipocytokynes[9] and preserve β-cell function[7].  The major adverse 

side effects of TZDs are weight gain, edema and congestive heart failure (rare)[9].      

- Insulin:  Replacement of endogenous insulin is appropriate to supplement loss 

of β-cell function and to enhance the glucose lowering potential of insulin-independent 

drugs such as metformin and TZDs.  To limit the likelihood of hypoglycemia, short 

acting insulins are available for rapid and transient (e.g. meal time) glucose reduction, 

while long acting insulins are typically prescribed for prolonged and night-time glucose 
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control[5].  A typical insulin regimen necessitates multiple injections and close 

monitoring to prevent episodes of hypoglycemia.    

-GLP-1 analogs:  Exenatide (a recombinant form of GLP-1 analog, administered 

twice daily), Liraglutide (an acetylated GLP-1 analog, administered once daily) and 

Bydureon (exenatide microspheres, administered once weekly) are currently the only 

GLP-1 analogs approved by the FDA to treat type-2 diabetes.  GLP-1 increases insulin 

secretion in a glucose dependant manner, reduces hepatic glucose production and 

glucagon secretion and reduces food intake by delaying gastric emptying and inhibiting 

appetite[7, 8].  Importantly, GLP-1 has also been shown to enhance β-cell survival and 

growth as well as islet neogenesis in rodents[12]. The main drawback of most current 

GLP-1 replacement therapy is injection frequency and frequent nausea/vomiting in part 

due to higher doses needed to maintain above-threshold values of the small peptides 

(section 1.1.4).    

-DPPIV inhibitors:  DPPIV inhibitors augment endogenous levels of GLP-1 (and 

GIP) - by inhibiting its inactivation by DPPIV proteolysis.  The effect of DPPIV inhibitors 

is similar to that of GLP-1 analogs, although their efficacy is reduced compared with 

external administration of GLP-1.  Since endogenous GLP-1 is secreted following meal 

ingestion, DPPIV inhibitors do not cause weight loss[7].   
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Currently, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) initially recommends life-style and 

diet changes to help control pre-diabetes and as the condition progresses metformin is 

typically prescribed.  If metformin fails to control glucose levels, either sulfonylurea or 

insulin is added as these drugs have a proven safety record and are available in generic 

forms[5].  Currently, GLP-1 analogs, DPPIV inhibitors and TZDs are only prescribed in 

selected clinical settings, if more conventional therapies fail to achieve adequate glucose 

control[13].   

 

1.1.4 Glucagon-Like Peptide-1 

The discovery of incretins was motivated by the finding that insulin response was 

greater for an oral glucose load than for an equal intravenous glucose load.  This effect 

was later attributed to the action of Glucose-dependent Insulinotropic Peptide (GIP) and 

Glucagon-Like Peptide-1 (GLP-1) released by gastrointestinal cells in response to 

glucose (termed the “incretin effect”)[6].  Fully active GLP-1[7-36] (termed GLP-1 

throughout this document) is sequentially cleaved from the proglucagon gene by 

prohormone convartase 1/3 in the intestinal L-cells to generate GLP-1[1-37] and GLP-1[1-

36]amide, and then GLP-1[7-37] and GLP-1[7-36]amide, the majority of which exists 

mostly as GLP-1[7-36]amide[14].  It has been shown that in the early stages of type-2 

diabetes, a GLP-1 deficiency develops, as well as a reduction in GLP-1’s ability to 

stimulate insulin secretion[7].  Therefore, GLP-1 replacement and augmentation has 
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been found to be beneficial for the treatment of type-2 diabetes primarily because it 

helps stimulate the release of insulin from pancreatic β-cells[15, 16].  This mechanism, 

initiated by GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R) activation (by GLP-1 binding), is mediated by a G 

protein with a subsequent intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) signaling cascade; this 

activation, however, is also dependent upon ATP formation by glucose transport and 

glycolysis.  The insulinotrophic effects of GLP-1 are thus glucose dependent, and vanish 

when glucose levels drop below 60 mg/dL, preventing deleterious effects of 

hypoglycemia as a result of GLP-1 administration[17].  Importantly, GLP-1 has been 

shown to enhance β-cell survival and growth as well as islet neogenesis in rodents[12].  

GLP-1 also inhibits glucagon secretion, reduces appetite, slows gastric emptying and 

reduces hepatic glucose production[7, 8].   

 

The magnitude and duration of the effect of GLP-1 on blood glucose levels is dependent 

on a continuous supply of pharmacological levels of the peptide[18].  Indeed, when 

GLP-1 was administered to type-2 diabetic patients for 6 weeks via a GLP-1 pump, 

fasting glucose, HbA1c levels, free fatty acids and weight were all found to decrease as 

early as 1 week after initiation of treatment[8].  However, maintaining a steady, 

sustained level of active circulating GLP-1 is difficult because GLP-1 is rapidly cleared 

by the kidneys and it is also rapidly inactivated by proteolysis which leads to a short in 

vivo half-life of < 2 minutes in human plasma.  The N-terminus of GLP-1 is rapidly 
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degraded by dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPPIV), which leads to biologically inactive and 

possibly antagonistic fragments of GLP-1[18].  Other studies suggest that additional 

cleavage by neutral endopeptidase 24.11 (NEP), a protease found in neutrophils, may 

also be involved in further, albeit slower, degradation of GLP-1[16, 19].  DPPIV activity 

is localized to the first two amino acids (HA) in GLP-1, and in an effort to increase the in 

vivo bioavailability of the peptide, DPPIV resistant GLP variants have been designed 

that substitute the Ala (A) at the second position with other residues (Gly, Ser or Val).  

The N-terminal His (H) in the GLP-1 sequence itself cannot be substituted, else all 

activity is lost, but can be modified to avoid DPP-IV cleavage; these modifications 

include desamidation, N-methylation, and an imidazole-acetic acid substitution[16].   

 

As for the rest of GLP-1 sequence, D-amino acid scanning and alanine scanning[20] 

reveal that while some amino acids are necessary for GLP-1 binding, many can be 

mutated without significant loss of activity (Figure 1, modified after[18]).  GLP-1 is also 

known to assume a mostly alpha-helical structure in solution, with variable propensities 

to aggregate as a result of alpha-helix to beta sheet conformational changes[21].  GLP-1 

helical stability is therefore linked to increased half-life and reduced proteolysis[22].  

However it must be noted that even GLP-1 analogs that have been engineered to be 

resistant to proteolytic cleavage are still rapidly cleared by the kidneys, due to their 

small size[18] and half-lives are unlikely to exceed 4 hours[23].     
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Figure 1.  Amino acid sequence of native GLP-1 

Amino acids highlighted in red are essential for GLP-1 binding; the second Alanine 

(highlighted in blue) is the site of deactivation by DPP-IV. 

 

 

1.2 Peptide drug delivery systems 

1.2.1 Objectives of peptide drug delivery 

With more than 40 approved peptide drugs worldwide and more than 650 peptides in 

clinical and pre-clinical development, the field of peptide therapeutics is booming[24]; 

with properties of high specificity, high activity, and rapid tissue penetration peptides 

are particularly attractive as potential pharmaceuticals[25]. Unfortunately, a major 

barrier to their clinical adoption stems from the fact that parenteral injection is the most 

effective route of peptide drug administration[26], but leads to rapid clearance, which in 

turn requires frequent injections, leading to a bolus effect that can cause undesirable 

side-effects[27, 28], and reduce patient compliance.  In addition, other limitations of 

peptide drugs are their poor stability, costly production, and proteolytic susceptibility.  

An ideal peptide drug delivery system would hence solve these problems by providing 
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sustained circulating levels of native, stable and biologically active peptide while 

limiting injection frequency.  Further, to facilitate manufacturing, economical production 

and facile scale-up and down-stream processing are also advantageous[26]. 

 

1.2.2 Strategies for peptide drug delivery 

In an attempt to reduce injection frequency, specialized peptide delivery systems have 

been developed.  Generally, one of two strategies is employed:  first, by prolonged 

release - reduction of injection frequency by the formation of a drug depot such that 

upon injection small amounts of peptide drug is released until the drug in the depot is 

depleted.  The second, by prolonged circulation – reduction of injection frequency by 

increasing the peptide’s circulating half life, most often by creating a peptide-carrier 

conjugate to increase the overall molecular weight.       

 

The most common strategy used for prolonged release formulations involves synthetic 

polymer matrices (microspheres) that are used to entrap the peptide drug, typically 

using poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA).  Upon injection, the polymers will 

hydrolyze and degrade causing release of the peptide from the depot, and the 

microsphere composition can be varied to control the rate of peptide release[29].  

However, microsphere suspensions are viscous, and hence require large gauge needles 

for injection, which causes significant pain upon injection, and degradation of PLGA can 
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cause fibrosis[30, 31].  Furthermore, synthesis of drug loaded microspheres requires 

organic solvents, a nontrivial water removal step, and has sterilization issues[32].  

Peptide bioavailability may also be significantly reduced due to peptide adsorption to 

the polymer matrix and structural denaturation[33].  Other non-degradable depot 

formulations exist, but these need to be explanted after use and overall cost, regulatory 

considerations and challenges in stability still limit practicality of these formulations[34]. 

 

Finally, another strategy utilizes changes to the amino acid sequence of some peptides to 

promote aggregation at the injection site (such as the FDA approved insulin analog 

glargine), which slows peptide release to circulation.  While this methodology may work 

well for a few isolated peptides, this approach is not generalizable and involves 

considerable trial and error before a suitable formulation is discovered, and even then 

pharmacokinetic profiles are rarely improved beyond once-daily injections[35].   

 

The most common strategy used for prolonged circulation formulations is by fusion to 

large carriers.  A popular method is by conjugation of the peptide to polyethylene glycol 

(PEG)[36]. This strategy works well to increase a peptide’s half-life and also reduce 

proteolysis and immunogenicity.  However PEGylation is costly, time-consuming, can 

be non-specific and PEG conjugates typically have lower bioactivity than the native 

peptide[37].   Other carriers are proteins such as BSA or Fc fragments[38-40] but the low 
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yield and high cost of producing these fusion proteins in eukaryotic expression systems 

is a significant limitation.  In yet another strategy, peptides are designed to reversibly 

bind carriers (such as BSA) after injection in vivo[41].   

 

Both approaches to peptide drug delivery offer distinct advantages and disadvantage.  

While drug-depot forming formulations (typically of unmodified peptide) release the 

very potent native peptide, the peptide drugs are rapidly cleared once released thus 

high doses are typically necessary[42].   Conversely, a peptide-drug conjugate is able to 

circulate significantly longer than the native peptide.  However, a limitation of nearly all 

peptide carrier conjugates is a reduction in peptide activity due to its fusion with the 

much larger carrier[22, 28, 43, 44].   Ultimately, the desired pharmacokinetic profile and 

the peptides ability to bear the chemical and physical process of encapsulation or the 

relative loss of activity after carrier attachment as well as the economic implications of 

any modification scheme are considered when choosing an appropriate delivery system. 

 

1.2.3  GLP-1 related formulations 

Currently, there are three Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved GLP-1R 

agonists to treat type 2 diabetes.  Exenatide is administered via twice daily injections, 

Liraglutide, an acylated form of GLP-1, is approved for once-daily injections[45] and 

Bydureon, a sustained release formulation of exenatide in biodegradable poly(lactic 
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glycolic acid) (PLGA) microspheres was recently approved by the FDA for once weekly 

injections[46].  Other GLP-1 formulations are also in development; as discussed, a 

popular strategy employs large molecular weight carriers to extend the half life of GLP-

1.  In one approach, the GLP-1 analogs are genetically fused to a plasma protein with a 

long half-life such as albumin[47], Fc fragments[40] and other recombinant 

biopolymers[48], or chemically conjugation to water-soluble polymers such as 

polyethylene glycol (PEG)[22].   

 

In the context of the two main methodologies used to increase peptide circulation, 

Bydureon acts mainly by the prolonged release mechanism and once released, the 

peptides typically exhibit a short half-life due to their small size.  Liraglutide, an 

acylated version of GLP-1 is only 1 kDa larger then native GLP-1 but is designed to non-

covalently attach to serum albumin once in circulation.  In this case the peptide is 

rapidly released from the injection site and half-life is increased by virtue of albumin 

binding.  Covalent attachment of GLP-1 to PEG, BSA, Fc fragments or other biopolymers 

similarly increase peptide half-life, although release from the injection site is also 

somewhat delayed by virtue of the large fusion size.   Figure 2 depicts the various 

methodologies as they relate to the two central themes of peptide delivery systems:  

prolonged release and prolonged circulation.  
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Figure 2.  Two central themes for peptide drug delivery. 

Prolonged release formulation such as Bydureon encapsulate native peptide and 

release it in native form to circulation.  Prolonged circulation formulations such as 

Liraglutide release low MW peptide which binds albumin upon release.  High MW 

peptide conjugates, such as GLP-PEG, rely primarily on prolonged circulation by 

increasing MW but also tend to release somewhat gradually from the injection site. 

  

 

1.3 Elastin-like polypeptides 

1.3.1 ELP characteristics 

Elastin like polypeptides (ELPs) are artificial polypeptides based on a pentapeptide 

repeat unit found in elastin, Val-Pro-Gly-Xaa-Gly (VPGXG), where X is any amino acid 

besides Proline[49].  ELPs are soluble in aqueous solution below their inverse transition 

temperature (Tt, also known as the lower critical solution temperature or LCST), but 

when the temperature is raised above their Tt, they undergo a sharp (~2 °C range) phase 

transition, leading to aggregation and subsequent formation of an ELP-rich coacervate 

phase.  The transition temperature of ELPs is largely dependent upon the guest residue 

composition in the X position, wherein more hydrophobic amino acids lower the Tt.  The 
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transition temperature is also dependent upon the size and concentration of the ELP - 

larger ELPs and more concentrated solutions will transition at lower temperatures[50]. 

 

Fusion of proteins and polypeptides to ELPs (often with an intervening protease site or 

self-cleaving intein domain) stabilizes the target polypeptide against aggregation and 

degradation, resulting in high (~200 mg/L) level of expression in E. coli in shaker flask 

culture.  Importantly, ELP fusions can be purified to very high purity without the need 

for chromatography by a batch purification process –inverse transition cycling (ITC) – 

that involves triggering the phase transition by mild heat or salt, centrifugation or 

filtration to collect the aggregated ELP fusion proteins and recovery of the aggregate, 

followed by redissolution of purified ELP fusion at a temperature below the transition 

temperature[51, 52].  Aside from their advantages as protein purification tags ELPs have 

also been used as drug delivery carriers for tumor therapy either by thermal targeting or 

nanoparticle formation of drug-ELP conjugates[53] and as scaffolds for cartilage, liver 

and ocular tissue engineering[54]    

 

1.4 Objectives 

We have set out to create several modular drug delivery technologies that address the 

major drawbacks of current peptide drug delivery systems.  As previously discussed, 
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most peptide drug delivery systems increase peptide residence time by two main 

approaches:  prolonged release and prolonged circulation.   

 

The main objective of this dissertation is to utilize ELPs to create entirely genetically 

encodable peptide drug delivery systems which enhance peptide residence time by 

prolonged release, prolonged circulation and by a combination of these methodologies.  

We will achieve this objective using the following aims: (1) Develop a method to rapidly 

and reliably generate gene libraries of repetitive protein polymers.  (2)  Employ this 

method to generate libraries of GLP-1 polymers, with intervening protease sites for s.c. 

proteases  - such that upon injection native GLP-1 peptide will be released - and couple 

this moiety to ELP biopolymers which will facilitate the creation of a s.c. depot upon 

injection. (3) Characterize the behavior of this system in vivo.  (4) Create GLP- ELP single 

fusions, designed to remain soluble or to generate a s.c. depot and investigate their in 

vivo glucose lowering profile.     

 

To satisfy these aims we developed overlap elongation rolling circle amplification 

(OERCA), described in chapter 2, which uses rolling circle amplification (RCA) to 

produce linear repeats of a circularized gene, followed by overlap extension (OE) of the 

products of RCA amplification to yield a library of polymers of the monomer DNA, all 

in a single PCR reaction.  In chapter 3 we describe the creation, selection and 
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characterization of protease operated depots (PODs) – GLP-1 polymers with intervening 

protease cleavable sites designed to create a depot upon injection, and the in vivo 

characterization of the POD depot is discussed in chapter 4.  Chapter 5 describes the 

design, characterization and in vivo activity of GLP-ELP fusion proteins.  Finally, the 

different GLP-1 delivery systems are compared and future directions are suggested in 

chapter 6.   
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2 Genetically encoded synthesis of repetitive protein 
polymers 

2.1 Introduction 

Artificial repetitive polypeptides derived from short peptide motifs found in elastin, 

collagen, silk and other structural proteins can exhibit unique mechanical, structural and 

biological properties. These attributes have led to their application in biotechnology, 

tissue engineering, drug delivery, and biosensing[55-59].  Recombinant DNA technology 

is attractive for the synthesis of these protein-polymers because it enables precise control 

of their length (number of repeats), composition and stereochemistry.  This level of 

control is especially important for the in vivo applications of these biopolymers, in which 

the polymer molecular weight controls their pharmacokinetics and biodistribution, 

while the amino acid sequence imparts biological activity to the biopolymer and 

determines their route, rate and mechanism of biodegradation. Recombinant DNA 

technology is also of interest for the synthesis of tandem repeats of naturally occurring 

peptides as a strategy for the high-yield recombinant synthesis of peptide drugs and 

antigens[60-64].  However, current methods for the polymerization of DNA suffer from 

one or more critical limitations: (1) they require many steps; (2) are difficult to 

parallelize;  and (3) do not provide tunable control over a range of molecular weights, all 

of which greatly limit the ability to simultaneously synthesize multiple variants of 

different sequences with a range of repeat units. 
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2.1.1 Methods for repetitive protein synthesis 

Current methods for repetitive DNA synthesis can be classified into four distinct 

approaches: (1) Concatemerization; (2) step-wise oligomerization; (3) polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) based methods; and (4) rolling circle amplification (RCA).  Each of these 

methods has attractive features, but also has significant drawbacks.  Whereas 

concatemerization of repetitive DNA sequences is a simple and rapid one-step method, 

it typically yields a small number of repeats and offers little control over the size range 

of the final product[65]. Similarly, although step-wise oligomerization methods are 

recursive and provide deterministic control over the number of peptide repeats that are 

encoded by the oligomerized DNA, these iterative methods are slow and tedious as they 

require multiple cycles of restriction, gel purification, cloning, and screening in order to 

generate multiple repeats, as well as the use of specific restriction enzymes which must 

be chosen carefully so as not to introduce extraneous nucleotides at the ligation 

junction[65].  Among the PCR-based methods, Overlap Elongation PCR (OE-PCR), 

which involves the thermal cycling of short, repetitive, self-priming oligonucleotides, 

has been rather unsuccessful for the synthesis of high molecular weight constructs, most 

likely due to  the large error rates associated with nonspecific self priming of the short 

overlapping sequences employed in current designs; as a case in point, to our 

knowledge, the largest sequence synthesized via OE-PCR is smaller than 250 bp (< 7 

KDa polypeptide)[66, 67].  Finally, RCA, although widely used for DNA detection and 
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sequencing,  has not received much attention for the synthesis of repetitive 

polypeptides; moreover,  initial attempts were confounded by the use of suboptimal 

temperature settings [68, 69],. 

 

2.1.2 Introduction to OERCA 

Motivated by the limitations of other cloning methods, we set out to develop a rapid, 

one-step, high-throughput method for the recombinant polymerization of “monomer” 

DNA sequences with tunable control over the number of repeats.  This method, which 

we term overlap extension rolling circle amplification (OERCA), uses rolling circle 

amplification (RCA) to produce linear repeats of a circularized gene, followed by 

overlap extension (OE) of the products of RCA amplification to yield a library of 

polymers of the monomer DNA, all in a single PCR reaction.  

 

As proof-of-principle of the utility of this method, OERCA was used to synthesize two 

different classes of repetitive polypeptides.  First, we demonstrate the versatility and 

high-throughput potential of OERCA by the parallel synthesis of genes that encode for 

elastin-like polypeptides (ELPs), which comprise a family of thermally responsive 

protein-polymers, derived from a recurring VPGVG pentapeptide found in elastin[49].  

We used OERCA for the rapid and parallel synthesis of 9 different ELPs, denoted aELPs, 

which result from the scanning or insertion of alanine residues along the VPGVG motif. 
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This proof-of-principle study yielded ~ 30 polypeptides comprising 8 new families of 

recombinant ELP-like peptide-polymers that display thermoresponsive behavior with 

interesting structural features, which will provide a new set of stimulus responsive 

biopolymers for biomedical and biotechnological applications.  Second, we demonstrate 

the use of OERCA for the synthesis of tandem repeats of a synthetic gene of a glucagon-

like peptide-1 (GLP-1) analog, an FDA approved peptide drug for type-2 diabetes in 

chapter 3 of this dissertation.     

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Preparation of single stranded circular DNA templates 

Single stranded 5’ phosphorylated synthetic genes were designed using optimal codons 

for expression in E. coli while minimizing dimerization of the single stranded DNA 

(ssDNA).  For the monomer genes that encode for the aELPs, the ssDNA genes were 

designed to include 5 repeats of the pentapeptides or hexapeptides resulting from the 

substitution or insertion of Alanine residues along the pentapeptide VPGVG.  Although 

every pentapeptide or hexapeptide within an ELP template has the same amino acid 

sequence, care was taken to use unique codons for the first and last hexapeptide repeats 

in the single stranded template to ensure that unique primers could be synthesized for 

these regions.  Primers and ssDNA synthetic genes were ordered from IDT.  The DNA 
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and amino acid sequences for the GLP-1 and the aELP monomers are reported in 

Appendix A,Table 2.  

 

250 pmol of ssDNA template gene was circularized in a 50 µL reaction volume 

containing 5 µL 10X buffer, 2.5 µL Circligase enzyme mix, 2.5 µL MnCl2 and 2.5 µL ATP 

following the recommendation of the manufacturer (Epicentre Biotechnologies).  The 

reaction was incubated at 60 °C for 2 h, PCR purified (Qiagen) and then incubated with 

20 units of Exonuclease I and 1X Exonuclease buffer (New England Biolabs ) at 37 °C for 

1 h to remove unreacted ssDNA, followed by a final PCR purification step.  The final 

concentrations of circularized DNA ranged from 20-50 µg/µl.  

 

2.2.2 OERCA reaction preparation 

In OERCA, a circular ssDNA served as the template and 15-17 bp long primers were 

designed to be identical to the beginning of the linearized sense strand and to the end of 

the antisense strand.  The OERCA reaction mixture consisted of 150 ng of circular 

ssDNA template, 10-40 pmol of sense and antisense DNA primers, 25 mM of a 70% G/C 

dNTP mixture (to correct for the ~70% GC bias in the GLP-1 and aELP templates), 1 µl of 

Pfu polymerase (Stratagene), 5 µl of 10X Pfu buffer, and water for a final volume of 50 

µL.  The PCR reaction conditions were 95 °C for 2 min for initial denaturation, followed 

by 30-40 cycles at 95 °C for 20 s, 52-55°C for 20 s and 72 °C for 30 s, followed by a final 5 
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min extension at 72 °C.  The resulting PCR product was purified using a PCR 

purification kit (Qiagen) and visualized on a 1% agarose gel stained with SYBR® Safe 

DNA stain (Invitrogen). For the synthesis of repetitive genes encoding for aELPs, we 

typically performed one initial round of OERCA as indicated above, followed by an OE-

PCR-only step, in which OERCA products were further extended in the absence of 

primers at an annealing temperature of 60 °C. Notably, we have found that optimizing 

the conditions for the extension of these genes in a single OERCA cycle is possible and 

desirable. 

  

To study the kinetics of RCA in the absence of OE-PCR, we set up “OERCA” reactions 

consisting of gel-purified circular ssDNA template and 10 or 40 pmol of antisense 

primer only (i.e., in the absence of sense primer) and studied the reaction products after 

1, 5, 10, 20 and 30 cycles.  The resulting ssDNA PCR products were then visualized on a 

TBE-urea (5%) gel stained with SYBR® GOLD DNA stain (Invitrogen). 

 

2.2.3 OE-PCR and concatemerization 

To compare the kinetics and fidelity of OE-PCR and OERCA, we implemented an OE-

PCR reaction for the synthesis of genes encoding poly(AVPGVG) by using two partially 

complementary ssDNA sequences that serve as templates and self-primers.  

Oligonucleotides were designed to have 50% or 100% overlapping regions (Appendix A 
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Table 3).  The OE-PCR reaction mixture consisted of 10-40 pmol of each ssDNA 

oligonucleotide, 10 nmol of a dNTP mixture, 0.8 µl of Pfu polymerase, 4 µl of 10X Pfu 

buffer, and water for a final volume of 40 µl, in accordance with similar OE-PCR 

reactions reported in the literature[70].  The PCR reaction conditions were 95 °C for a 2 

min long initial denaturation, followed by 30 cycles at 95 °C for 20 s, 55°C for 20 s and 72 

°C for 30 s, followed by a final 5 min extension at 72 °C.  The resulting PCR product was 

purified using a PCR purification kit and visualized on a 1% agarose gel stained with 

SYBR® Safe DNA stain. All PCR products were subjected to up to 30 additional PCR 

cycles (in increments of 15 followed by PCR purification) to increase the size of the DNA 

product. 

   

To compare the efficiency and diversity of OERCA vs. concatemerization we set up 

three concatemerization reactions for aELPs and GLP-1 with variable length and 

composition.  For each construct, forward and reverse oligonucleotides (Appendix A, 

Table 4) were annealed at 10 µM in 1X T4 DNA ligase buffer (New England Biolabs) by 

heating for 3 min at 95 °C followed by slow cooling to room temperature for ~3 hours. 

The concatemerization of all 3 constructs was explored under various conditions 

including T4 DNA ligases from Invitrogen and New England Biolabs, different 

concentrations of the monomer genes (1-2 µM) and 0.1 µM of each annealed adaptor as 

previously optimized[71].  The final optimized concatemerization conditions for the 
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generation of the oligomer libraries were largely based on the protocol reported by 

McPherson et al[71]. This protocol consisted of two 1 hour concatemerization reactions 

of 1 µM gene in the presence of 400 U of T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) and 0.1 

µM of either the 5’ or 3’ adaptor (i.e., to avoid limiting the oligomerization process by 

blocking the concatenation sites), followed by mixing the two reactions and allowing for 

further ligation for 2.5 h, all performed at room temperature. These concatemers were 

then ligated into a custom pET24 vector[72].  Transformation and screening of the 

respective clones was performed as described below for OERCA except for the use of 

kanamycin for clone selection. 

 

2.2.4  Generation of gene libraries from OERCA products  

The GLP-1 oligomers synthesized by OERCA were cloned using a modified pET-25b+ 

expression vector encoding an ELP tag for protein purification and a TEV site for 

cleavage of the peptide polymer from the ELP tag, both 3’ to the gene for the 

oligomer[73].  This vector was digested with BamHI and NdeI, and a double stranded 

DNA cassette encoding a SmaI and AleI site at the 5’-end of the DNA segment was 

ligated to the linearized vector and transformed into E. Coli strain EB5α.  An 

unmodified pET-25b+ vector was used to clone the genes encoding aELP oligomers; this 

vector was digested with BamHI and NdeI, and a cassette encoding for a start codon, a 

leader sequence (Ser-Lys-Gly-Pro), a blunt SmaI site, a hexahistidine tag and two stop 
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codons was ligated to the linearized vector, and the ligation product was transformed 

into E. Coli strain EB5α.  Cells were grown overnight and the plasmid DNA was 

purified by a plasmid miniprep kit.  Following verification by DNA sequencing, 2 µg of 

the plasmid DNA were digested with 2 µl of SmaI and 1X NEB buffer 4 for 2 h at room 

temperature (followed by 1 h digestion with 2 µl of AleI at 37 °C for the GLP-1 vector), 

enzymatically dephosphorylated with 1 µl CIP for 15 min to 1 h at 37 °C (to prevent self-

circularization of the vector), and then purified by a PCR purification kit. The OERCA 

products were ligated to the vectors using 5 units of T4 DNA ligase, 2 µl PEG-4000, 1X 

ligation buffer, ~250 ng of OERCA product, ~250 ng of digested vector, and nuclease-free 

water in a total volume of 20 µl.  The ligation mixture was incubated at room 

temperature for 3 h, and BL21(DE) cells were then transformed with 7 µl of the ligation 

mixture for 15 min in an ice-water bath, heat-shocked at 42 °C for 30 s, and returned to 

the ice-water mixture for another 2 min.  The cells were recovered in SOC media while 

horizontally shaking at 200 rpm at 37 °C for 40-60 min, and were then plated on TB 

agarose plates containing 1 mg/mL ampicillin.  

 

2.2.5 Screening of gene libraries 

Positive clones were screened using a variant of colony PCR (cPCR) referred to as 

directional cPCR that enabled us to determine the direction of the insert after blunt 

ligation. A ~0.5 µl sample of cells from an existing colony was resuspended in a solution 
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containing 12.5 µl GoTaq green master mix (Promega), 10 pmol T7-promoter primer, 10 

pmol insert-specific reverse primer (alternatively, T7-terminator primer and insert 

specific forward primer), and nuclease-free water in a total volume of 25 µl.  The PCR 

reaction conditions were: 95 °C for 2 min for initial denaturation, followed by 30 cycles 

at 95 °C for 30 s, 52 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 1 min.  The results of directional cPCR were 

visualized on a 1% agarose gel stained with SYBR® Safe DNA stain.  Positive clones (i.e., 

those with inserts in the right orientation) were identified by the presence of large 

smears on the DNA gel.  The selected clones were grown overnight in 3 mL TB media 

supplemented with 100 µg/mL ampicillin, and the plasmids were isolated with a 

miniprep plasmid purification kit.  To verify the size of the insert, a restriction digest 

was performed with 1 µl EcoRI, 1 µl NdeI, 1X EcoRI buffer (New England Biolabs) and 

~200 ng of plasmid DNA.  The mixture was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C, and inserts were 

visualized on a 1% agarose gel stained with SYBR® Safe DNA stain.   

 

2.2.6 Expression and purification of aELP  

Before large-scale expression, starter cultures (3-5 mL) of TB media supplemented with 

100 µg/mL ampicillin were inoculated with transformed cells from a fresh agar plate or 

from DMSO stocks stored at −80 °C, and incubated overnight at 37 °C while shaking at 

250 rpm.  The starter cultures were then centrifuged at 3000 g for 2 min and resuspended 

in 1 mL of fresh TB medium. Expression cultures (4 L flasks containing 1 L of TB media 
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with 100 µg/mL ampicillin) were inoculated with the resuspended starter culture and 

incubated at 37 °C (for aELPs) with shaking at 200 rpm.  After 6-7 h of growth, 

expression was induced by the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM for 

aELPs and 0.5 mM for GLP-1.  Cells were harvested 24 h after inoculation, and purified 

by inverse transition cycling (ITC) as previously described[73]. 

 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Overview of the OERCA reaction 

OERCA uses a circular ssDNA sequence that encodes for a “monomer” target gene.  

This ssDNA circle is then thermally cycled with primers that are complementary to the 

5’- and 3’-ends of the linear monomer.  During the annealing step in the first cycle, the 

antisense primer binds to the circular ssDNA template and forms linear oligomers as the 

polymerase rolls around the circle (Figure 3).  This is the only reaction in the first cycle, 

and is presumably the predominant extension reaction that produces sense strands of 

variable lengths during the initial cycles.  From the second cycle onward, the sense 

primer binds to the newly synthesized linear strands to produce double-stranded 

products of variable lengths.  As these products accumulate, overlap extension –in 

which the DNA strands self-prime by binding asymmetrically within the repetitive 

regions– begins to dominate the reaction, producing longer products, while residual 

primers simultaneously synthesize complementary DNA of the same or shorter size 
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from existing templates by binding internally at complementary sites on the repeating 

sequence.   

 

 

Figure 3.  Schematic of snapshots depicting the evolution of an OERCA reaction. 

(a) A linear oligonucleotide is first circularized yielding a population of circular 

DNA, which is enriched by removal of the remaining linear DNA before the start of 

the OERCA reaction (b-h). (b) The circularized oligonucleotide is added to a 

conventional PCR mixture containing forward and reverse primers. (c) After 

annealing of the reverse primer, extension in cycle 1 (n=1) occurs primarily in the 

form of rolling circle amplification. (d) Upon DNA denaturation in cycle 2, linear 

repeats of the original circularized sequence become available as extension templates. 

(e-f) As the reactions proceeds, primer annealing and overlap extension preferentially 

take place to amplify the linear DNA. (g-h) Upon DNA denaturation the repetitive 

single-stranded DNA is capable of priming/overlapping, which further promotes the 

extension of the original repeat unit. 

 

The product of an OERCA reaction consists of a library of DNA oligomers, wherein the 

oligomer size range can be tuned by the primer concentration and number of thermal 
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cycles (Figure 4).  As newly bound primers can generate products of the same or shorter 

length than the template strand, increasing the primer to template ratio in the reaction 

mixture generates more, albeit shorter products.  In contrast, as the primer to template 

ratio is decreased, overlap extension of existing strands is favored since fewer primers 

are available to compete with their hybridization, resulting in a longer product at the 

expense of yield. 

 

Figure 4.  The effect of primer concentration and cycle number on OERCA product. 

The monomer gene for GLP-1 was used as a model. Lanes 1 and 2 are the products of 

30 cycles with 10 and 40 pmol primer, respectively. All PCR reactions were column 

purified to remove excess primers and recover product.  Products from lanes 1-2 were 

then subjected to 15 more cycles with no additional primer (lanes 3 and 5, 

respectively) or with 20 pmol primer (lanes 4 and 6).  The size range of the DNA 

product can be further increased by 15 additional cycles without primer (lane 7 was 

generated from lane 3). 
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Because this reaction is thermally cycled and uses primers that bind at the beginning 

and the end of each repeat unit, the vast majority of products have 5’- and 3’-ends that 

precisely match the target monomer sequence.  Therefore, OERCA products are 

comprised of an integer number of repeats of the monomer gene and have blunt ends 

suitable for cloning directly into any blunt site.  Hence, these products can be directly 

cloned into an expression vector to create an expression library.  

 

2.3.2 Repetitive gene libraries generated by OERCA 

To illustrate this, Figure 5A shows the size range of DNA oligomers generated by 

OERCA encoding for poly(AVPGVG), which were ligated to an expression vector 

linearized by a blunt restriction enzyme.  We screened over 90% of ~200 total colonies 

and assessed insert orientation by directional cPCR, in which one primer binds to the 

vector and the other primer binds to a defined sequence in the insert, such that 

amplification is only achieved when the insert is in the correct orientation.  Due to the 

repetitive nature of the insert, the internal primer can bind at multiple sites, so that a 

positive clone is identified by the presence of a smear of DNA on an agarose gel rather 

than a single band as typically observed for diagnostic PCR (Figure 5B).  We then 

selected ~50 positive clones based on directional cPCR analysis, and performed 

restriction analysis and direct DNA sequencing to confirm sequence accuracy and 

determine the distribution of oligomer sizes among these clones (Figure 5C).  Although 
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we observed a higher efficiency of insertion for relatively short DNA fragments, 

medium-sized inserts occurred at high frequencies, and large genes of up to 1.5 kbs were 

also successfully isolated.  Despite the well-known challenge of amplifying GC-rich 

repetitive templates by PCR[74, 75], and the difficulty in sequencing such genes, we 

found that less than 0.05% of the > 26,000 sequenced bases were erroneous (mainly 

missing G or C nucleotides), and only 5 clones were internally truncated (likely due to 

incomplete overlap extension or secondary structure formation).  Overall, this single 

“one-pot” reaction yielded a large number of sequence verified clones comprising a 

library of 11 different gene lengths and encoding for protein-polymers as small as 10 

hexapeptides to remarkably long polypeptides over 80 hexapeptides in length, all in a 

single cloning reaction.   
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Figure 5.  Synthesis of polypeptide libraries by OERCA. 

The product of an OERCA reaction (a) was ligated into a vector and positive colonies 

were screened by directional cPCR (b), wherein positive clones can be identified by 

the presence of a large DNA smear (*). Positive clones were subjected to restriction 

analysis and DNA sequencing to verify insert size and sequence fidelity (c). OERCA 

enabled the synthesis of constructs with a wide size distribution (0.18 -1.5 Kbp).  

Insert sizes larger than 0.9 Kbp were estimated by restriction analysis. 

 

We next decided to test the robustness and high-throughput potential of OERCA by 

synthesizing libraries of structural variants of ELPs (aELPs).  We generated libraries of 

genes that encode diverse chain lengths of 9 different alanine (A) insertion and 

substitution mutants of poly(VPGVG), as well as the parent motif (Appendix A, Table 

2).  We screened 96 colonies (of ~200) for each aELP motif, which typically yielded ~5 

different gene lengths encoding protein-polymers with 10-55 repeats of the pentapeptide 

or hexapeptide motifs.  In addition, we harnessed the ability of OERCA to tune gene 

length by synthesizing a library encoding for aELPs with the hexapeptide motif 

AVPGVG.  This library was assembled from the transformation reactions of two OERCA 
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products, in which the reaction conditions had been modified to yield two different 

molecular weight distributions. This enabled the construction of a library spanning 

insert sizes from ~270 to ~2500 bp  (Figure 6). We then expressed, purified and 

characterized the phase transition behavior of 5 constructs spanning the entire range of 

molecular weights in this library. 
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Figure 6.  The size range of OERCA products influences the molecular weight 

distribution of oligomers in the gene library. 

The effects are illustrated for the OERCA product of a monomer gene encoding for an 

aELP with the motif AVPGVG.  (A)  The moderate extension of an OERCA product to 

DNA products primarily below 1 Kb results in a gene library mainly comprised of 

oligomers shorter than 1 Kb. However, modification of OERCA reaction conditions to 

yield products above 1 Kb (B) significantly increases the occurrence of oligomers with 

lengths of 1 Kb and above. The wide distribution of molecular weights obtained from 

both libraries is illustrated at both the DNA and polypeptide level (d). 
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2.3.3 The role of RCA in OE-RCA kinetics 

To elucidate the effect of rolling circle amplification on the product size range of 

OERCA, we cycled the single stranded circular monomer gene for AVPGVG with the 

antisense primer only (thus limiting the reaction to RCA by preventing generation of the 

complimentary strand).  As shown in Figure 7A, RCA alone is capable of generating 

single stranded oligonucleotides of increasing size, which then comprise longer 

templates for the parallel OE-PCR reaction taking place in OERCA.  Although these 

products cannot be visualized in the first cycle, extension products can be visualized 

after 5 cycles, and longer products can be visualized as cycle number increases, with 

fragments larger than 500 bp observed after 30 cycles.  Furthermore, a control PCR 

reaction without circularization of the monomer template (with both forward and 

reverse primers, as in OERCA) results in a double stranded monomer template without 

any extension, thereby proving that RCA (and subsequent OE extension) can only 

proceed in the presence of a circular template (Figure 7B). 
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Figure 7.  The role of RCA in OERCA. 
(a) Linear single stranded monomer gene encoding for 5 repeats of AVPGVG (lane 1) was 

circularized (lane 2) and extended by RCA alone with 20 pmol anti-sense primer in the 
absence of sense primer for 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30 cycles (lanes 3-7, respectively).  (b) OERCA 

fails to extend the uncircularized template (panel a, lane 1) beyond a single copy of the 
double stranded (90 bp) monomer gene. 

 

2.3.4 Comparison of OERCA and OE-PCR  

Several attempts have been made to generate repetitive genes by overlap-elongation 

PCR (OE-PCR)[70, 76-78].  However, to the best of our knowledge, the largest clone 

obtained was only ~500 bp, and no reports were provided of the size and diversity of the 

libraries produced using this method.  Therefore, we sought to compare the kinetics, 

ligation efficiency and fidelity of OE-PCR with those obtained for OERCA.  To 

accurately compare OERCA with OE-PCR, we assessed the performance of both 

methods in synthesizing oligonucleotides encoding for AVPGVG (Appendix A, Table 3).  

Furthermore, several OE-PCR reactions were designed to attempt to optimize the OE-

PCR product.  Two different oligonucleotide designs were explored in which the 
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overlapping region was designed to be either 50% or 100% of the length of a single 

monomer (as was found to be most common among OE-PCR protocols).  The different 

oligonucleotide mixtures were cycled for up to 60 cycles using a high fidelity 

polymerase (Pfu), with primer concentrations similar to those previously reported for 

OE-PCR.   

 

The kinetic behavior of OE-PCR was markedly different from that of OERCA.  First, the 

size range of the products generated by OE-PCR was broader than those generated for 

OERCA (with the same amount of primer/oligonucleotide and cycle number), and OE-

PCR produced a greater proportion of smaller inserts than OERCA.  The abundance of 

smaller inserts is significant, as these tend to preferentially ligate to the vector, resulting 

in a high proportion of clones with smaller inserts and decreasing the size diversity of 

the library generated.  For products generated by OE-PCR and 100% overlapping 

regions, the reaction kinetics were slower and very low molecular weight oligomers 

were present at all primer concentrations, even after 60 PCR cycles, although fewer were 

present when the reaction was cycled with 10 pmol oligonucleotides.  Slightly better 

kinetics were observed for products generated by OE-PCR of 50% overlapping regions.  

At the higher oligonucleotide concentration, the effect of cycle number on the size range 

was minor, but was more pronounced at the lower primer concentration, and improved 

with cycle number (Figure 8A-B).   
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We then constructed an expression library from the OE-PCR product under optimized 

reaction conditions (Figure 8B, lane 6), which was ligated and screened under identical 

conditions to those applied to the study of the OERCA reaction.  Although the number 

of colonies obtained from this ligation was similar to that of OERCA (about 300 

colonies), the ligation efficiency of OE-PCR products was lower than observed for 

OERCA, possibly due to the broad size range of the product, which was also 

demonstrated in the reduced number of clones for a given polypeptide length (Figure 

8C).  More importantly, as previously reported[78], the incidence of internal truncations 

is high for clones generated by OE-PCR.  For the AVPGVG template, 50% of the clones 

obtained in the library generated by OE-PCR had large internal or external deletions.  

This may be due to the increased number of cycles required to generate this size range 

or to the smaller (50%) initial overlap between the self-priming strands.  Overall, OE-

PCR proved inferior to OERCA in ligation efficiency, library diversity and fidelity. 
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Figure 8.  OE-PCR and OERCA product size ranges. 

These reactions were performed from a monomer gene encoding an aELP with the 

sequence AVPGVG.  (a)  OE-PCR extension with 40 pmol primer for 50 % (lanes 1-3) 

and 100% (lanes 4-6) overlapping regions, and an OERCA reaction (lanes 7-9), where 

extensions were performed for 30 cycles (lanes 1, 4 and 7), 45 cycles (lanes 2, 5 and 8) 

and 60 cycles (lanes 3, 6 and 9).  (b)  Same as in (a) but using 10 pmol primer in all 

reactions.  (c) Comparison of the libraries generated by ligation of the products of 

OERCA and OE-PCR (panel b, lane 6). 

 

 

2.3.5 Comparison of OERCA and concatemerization 

We sought to study the performance of concatemerization for the synthesis of repetitive 

protein-polymers in order to fully realize the limitations of this popular synthesis 

strategy in the context of OE-PCR and OERCA.  In our lab, concatemerization has 

typically failed to generate large monomers of canonical ELPs[72], a fact which initially 

motivated us to develop OERCA as an alternative method.  Therefore, we chose to 

employ concatemerization to synthesize 2 different aELPs, a pentapeptide and a 

hexapeptide, as well as a fairly non-repetitive sequence represented by the GLP-1 gene 
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(Appendix A, Table 4). The concatemerization reactions (i.e., oligonucleotide design, 

enzyme concentrations, etc.) were selected based on highly successful concatemerization 

protocols reported in the literature[71, 79-81].  Overall, these different approaches 

shared the following characteristics in the design of the reactions: (1) 3-nucleotide long 

overhangs to drive monomer concatemerization (most commonly generated by others 

by restriction with EarI or a similar restriction enzyme), (2) concatemerization in the 

presence of ~400 U T4 DNA ligase (typically from New England Biolabs) for either 12 h 

at low temperature (8 °C) or ~3.5 h at room temperature, and (3) incorporation of 

capping sequences or adaptors that help reduce concatemer cyclization issues and 

enable cloning into custom vectors.  To design the best possible concatemerization 

reaction, we opted to directly synthesize dsDNA cassettes with the suggested overhangs 

so that our reactions did not suffer from issues related to the activity of the selected 

restriction enzyme. The sequence of the overhangs was allowed to vary among the three 

genes to avoid inserting extraneous codons into our target polypeptides. The 5’ and 3’ 

adaptor sequences were almost identical for the 3 constructs, since only the 3 nucleotide 

overhang needed to vary, enabling the cloning of the concatemerization products into a 

custom pET24 vector[72]. 

 

The concatemerization of these constructs was highly dependent on the selected T4 

DNA ligase. For instance, overnight ligation using a T4 DNA ligase from Invitrogen 
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only resulted in simple dimerization or trimerization (data not shown), as has been 

observed by others[67, 72].  In contrast, concatemerization in the presence of 400 U T4 

DNA ligase from New England Biolabs under identical conditions resulted in extensive 

oligomerization (Figure 9A-B).  The use of adaptor sequences did not limit 

oligomerization as shown in Figure 9A, and both overnight and 3.5 h ligation reactions 

resulted in similar concatemer lengths, which highlights the difficulty in tuning the 

extent of oligomerization by concatemerization.  Despite the degree of oligomerization 

that was observed, gene libraries constructed from the concatemerization reactions 

shown in Figure 9B typically generated libraries with only up to 5 or 6 repeats of the 

monomer gene (Figure 9C), which is comparable to the performance of OE-PCR and 

significantly worse than OERCA (Figure 5).  This reduced diversity probably arises from 

the competitive insertion of smaller concatemers but also from the cyclization of longer 

concatemers largely favored by the sticky ends required in this type of reaction (despite 

the addition of adaptors)[49].  Although the size distribution of the products did not 

vary for the 3 constructs, the screening of libraries from the most repetitive construct 

encoding the pentapeptide VPGVA revealed extremely high error rates, which were less 

pronounced for the hexapeptide AVPGVG and minor for GLP-1 (Figure 9D). The poor 

performance of concatemerization for the most repetitive sequence underscores our 

hypothesis that this method is not as useful for GC-rich and highly repetitive sequences. 

Nevertheless, regardless of the repetitiveness of the monomer gene, concatemerization 
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was shown to be inferior to OERCA for the generation of diverse libraries with a large 

number of repeats. 

 

Figure 9.  Construction of aELPs and GLP-1 libraries by concatemerization. 

(a) Annealed monomer genes (1) readily oligomerized upon incubation at 8 °C and 

400 U of T4 DNA ligase, both in the absence (2) and presence (3) of short adaptor 

cassettes that are required for subsequent cloning steps and that prevent the 

cyclization of concatemers. (b) Oligomerization for 3.5 h at room temperature in the 

presence of 400 U of T4 DNA ligase and adaptor cassettes yielded similar 

oligomerization results. (c) Upon ligation, concatemerization was only able to 

construct libraries containing short polymers (with up to 5-6 repeats of the monomer 

gene), whereas OERCA allowed the synthesis of genes with up to 17 repeats. The 

majority of clones had only 1 monomer and were not included in this analysis. (d) 

GC-rich and highly repetitive sequences (i.e., shorter motifs) proved to be more 

difficult to prepare by concatemerization, which often suffered from frameshifts and 

mutations around the concatenation regions. 
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2.3.6 Significance 

We introduce a new method –OERCA– for the synthesis of genes that encode repetitive 

polypeptide sequences with the following useful attributes: (1) OERCA is a one-pot 

synthesis method for the polymerization of a DNA sequence; (2) diverse libraries with 

sequences up to ~2500 bp in length are readily generated in a single reaction, even for 

highly repetitive GC-rich sequences; (3) OERCA products can be visualized and 

modified before ligation, and (4) directly ligated into an expression vector; (5) OERCA is 

rapid, taking as little as 3 days from the initial reaction to expression of the polypeptide 

product; and (6) OERCA is amenable to implementation in a high-throughput format, as 

it is carried out in a single tube as a PCR reaction, enabling concurrent polymerization of 

many different sequences.  Because of these characteristics, we believe that OERCA 

constitutes an important leap forward in the recombinant tools available for the 

synthesis of protein-polymers. 
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3 Design, synthesis and in vitro characterization of 
Protease Operated Depots 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Working hypothesis of protease operated depots 

Protease Operated Depots (PODs) are a completely genetically encodable peptide depot 

with no synthetic components that attempts to mimic synthetic microsphere 

formulations.  A POD consists of two modules that are fused together at the gene level 

and expressed as one continuous polypeptide sequence: the first module consists of 

oligomeric repeats of a peptide drug with recognition sites for an in vivo proteases that 

are embedded between the peptide repeats; the second module consists of a thermally 

sensitive elastin-like polypeptide (ELP) that is soluble at room temperature but forms a 

depot – a viscous coacervate– upon subcutaneous (s.c.) injection at body 

temperature[82].  The central hypothesis that underlies the design of PODs is that the 

ELP module will drive a thermal transition upon s.c. injection of the POD, thereby 

forming a stable drug depot. Over time, active peptide will be released by protease 

cleavage between copies of the peptide, providing prolonged release of bioactive drug 

into circulation (Figure 10).  The POD system combines four orthogonal control elements 

that are embedded into its sequence, which we hypothesize will allow us to tune the 

bioavailability of short peptides after a single s.c. injection:  the ELP phase behavior –

controlled by (1) its amino acid composition and (2) molecular weight (MW)– directs the 

formation of the depot and its stability; drug loading is controlled by (3) the number of 
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peptide repeats in the oligomer, and the rate of peptide release is controlled by (4) 

design of the protease cleavable peptide linker between adjacent repeats of the peptide 

drug. 

 

Figure 10.  Working hypothesis of GLP-1 PODs. 

Soluble fusion proteins of (peptide)xN-ELP are injected s.c., and coacervate in situ in 

response to body temperature to form a depot.  Subsequently, subcutaneous proteases 

release active peptide into circulation. 

 

3.1.2 Nomenclature 

The nomenclature we use for POD constructs is as follow: constructs are referred to as 

([Y]GLP)xN-ELPSABC where Y refers to the specific mutation in GLP-1, and its absence 

indicates native GLP-1, N is the number of GLP-1 repeats, the subscript s is either Low, 

which refers to an ELP with a Tt below body temperature or High, which is an ELP that 

has a Tt above body temperature, so that it does not form a depot and serves as a soluble 

control, while ABC refers to the number of VPGXG pentapeptide repeats. For example, 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 refers to a POD that consists 6 repeats of GLP-1, each of 
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which has an alanine to glycine substitution at the 8th position and a glycine to glutamic 

acid substitution at the 22nd position, fused to an ELP designed to transition below body 

temperature that is composed of 240 pentapeptide repeats.    

 

3.1.3 GLP-1 polymer design 

A number of variables were systematically explored in the design of a library of GLP-1 

oligomers: (1) number of repeats; (2) amino acid composition of the GLP-1 monomer [22] 

and (3) the intervening protease cleavage site [83].  This library consisted of the genes for 

5 different GLP-1 variants, for which oligomers of different lengths were generated, 

which could then be fused with 3 different ELPs leading to a potential pool of ~75 

unique POD designs (Table 1).  Selected PODs were screened for expression yield and 

structural stability (alpha helical content and reversibility of the transition profile). 

 

We designed genetically encoded GLP-1 polymers with the following features.  First, we 

chose a DPPIV resistant, GLP-1 analogs as the therapeutic component of the POD which 

consisted of two possible mutations: an  alanine (A) to glycine (G)[22] substitution at 

residue 8 or an alanine (A) to valine (V)[84] substitution at residue 8 of native GLP-1, 

both of which are known to protect the N-terminus from DPPIV deactivation.  In 

addition a glycine (G) was also substituted for glutamic acid (E) at residue 22 of native 

GLP-1[22], which has been shown to stabilize the helical structure of GLP-1 (Table 1).    
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Second, a glycine-alanine dipeptide was added to the N-terminus of each GLP-1 unit.  

This dipeptide was chosen for two reasons:  (1) it introduces an arginine-glycine pair 

between successive peptide units, which is more susceptible to protease cleavage, 

because the C-terminal arginine of each GLP-1 unit is immediately succeeded by an N-

terminal glycine of the next GLP-1 unit. (2) This N-terminal glycine-alanine dipeptide is 

designed to be cleaved by DPPIV in vivo to liberate the native N-terminal histidine of 

GLP-1, so that the ubiquitous protease DPPIV serves to activate instead of deactivate GLP-

1 in this design, and provide an additional degree of spatio-temporal control of the 

activity of the GLP-1 POD.  Third, because both GLP-1 and exenatide dimers have been 

shown to activate GLP-1R[85, 86], a protective leader peptide with the sequence 

‘MTMDPNYPR’  (Table 1) was incorporated at the N-terminus of the first GLP-1 peptide 

in the GLP-1 oligomer to generate an inactive GLP-1 polymer, to ensure that the activity 

of the POD does not ensue from the fusion protein.  This small leader peptide was hence 

designed to also be cleaved by arginine specific proteases.  Finally, we chose 6 x GLP-1 

oligomers (GLP-1)x6 as the payload because it provides an optimal balance between  

good expression yield (overall and in terms of GLP-1 yield as a fraction of overall yield) 

and high drug loading. 
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Figure 11.  The final design of GLP-1 PODs. 
A small leader sequence, followed by 6 [G8E22]GLP monomers, a trailer sequence and an 

ELP tag.  By convention, the first amino acid (Histidine) in GLP-1 is numbered 7.The GLP-
1 monomers were mutated at position 8 (alanine to glycine) to confer DPPIV resistance, and 
position 22 (glycine to alanine) to stabilize alpha helical structure.    A small glycine-alanine 

dipeptide was added to each GLP-1 N-terminus to generate a cleavable arginine-glycine 
protease site. 

 

3.1.4 ELP selection 

The depot forming ELP is the second component of GLP-1 PODs that was optimized 

concurrently.  There were several reasons for selecting ELPs to build a POD.  First, the 

ability of ELPs to respond to temperature presented itself as the ideal material to deliver 

as a low viscosity solution[87] that could be injected s.c. at room temperature  but which 

would form a depot in vivo at body temperature because of the thermally triggered 

phase separation –coacervation– of the ELP fusion.  Second, because ELPs are peptide 

polymers, both the GLP-1 polymer and the ELP can be fused at the genetic level and 

recombinantly expressed as a single polypeptide chain, thereby obviating the need for 

chemical conjugation between the two modules.  Third, the fusion of an ELP to a diverse 

range of proteins has been shown to facilitate high yield over-expression of the target 
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protein as well as enable easy purification by exploiting the phase transition behavior of 

the ELP[88].  Fourth, the phase transition behavior of ELPs has been extensively 

characterized, allowing us to select from a large pool of known sequences to design 

PODs with precisely tuned thermal phase transition behavior[82].   

 

To direct POD transition behavior towards depot formation or soluble control, we chose 

ELPs previously shown to transition below body temperature that contain valine at the 

guest residue position.  In contrast, to create a soluble control which transitions above 

body temperature, which would serve as a control for the effect of depot formation on 

efficacy, we chose an ELP sequence that contains alanine and glycine amino acids (1:1 

ratio) at the guest residue position[89].   Further, a range of ELP molecular weights were 

selected for each construct chosen to study the effect of MW on depot behavior, 

pharmacokinetics and glucose reduction. 
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Table 1.  GLP-1 sequences used for GLP-1 polymerization and ELP fusion sequences 

Name Sequence Polymer properties Reversible 

[G8E22]GLP GAHGEGTFTSDVSSYLEEQAAKEFIAWLVKGR Helix stabilized, 

DPPIV resistant, 

cleavable by arginine 

proteases. 

Yes 

[G8E22A36]GLP GAHGEGTFTSDVSSYLEEQAAKEFIAWLVKGA Helix stabilized, 

DPPIV resistant, not 

cleavable by arginine 

proteases. 

No 

[V8]GLP/1 GAHVEGTFTSDVSSYLEGQAAKEFIAWLVKGR DPPIV resistant, 

cleavable by arginine 

proteases, KGR|GA 

cleavage sequence. [90] 

No 

[V8]GLP/2 HVEGTFTSDVSSYLEGQAAKEFIAWLVVPR DPPIV resistant, 

cleavable by arginine 

proteases, VPR|HV 

cleavage sequence. [90] 

No 

[V8]GLP/3 GAHVEGTFTSDVSSYLEGQAAKEFIAWLVVPR DPPIV resistant, 

cleavable by arginine 

proteases, VPR|GA 

cleavage sequence.[90] 

No 

ELPLOW60 (VPGVG)60 Tt < 37 °C Yes 

ELPLOW120 (VPGVG)120 Tt < 37 °C Yes 

ELPLOW240 (VPGVG)240 Tt < 37 °C Yes 

ELPHIGH60 (VPGAGVPGGG)30 Tt > 37 °C  

Leader MTMDPNYPR   

Linker GSVENLYFQGAKLA   
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3.1.5 In vitro receptor activation assay 

GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R) activation (by GLP-1 binding), is mediated by a G protein with 

subsequent intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) signaling cascade.  An in vitro assay for 

GLP-1 activity therefore employs cAMP quantification as a measure for GLP-1 potency.  

In this study, rat GLP-1R was stably transfected and constitutively expressed in Baby 

Hamster Kidney (BHK) cells (a gift of Prof. Drucker, University of Toronto), allowing for 

intracellular cAMP accumulation in the cells upon GLP-1 binding.   

 

Following incubation with GLP-1, intracellular cAMP was released by cell lysis with 

0.1M HCl, and the amount of cAMP was determined using a competitive ELISA (Assay 

Designs) wherein Alkaline Phosphatase (AP) conjugated cAMP competes with sample 

cAMP for binding antibody.  Following incubation with a chromogenic AP substrate, the 

amount of color generated is inversely proportional to the amount of sample cAMP.   

  

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Recombinant GLP-1 polymer synthesis 

GLP-1 polymers were prepared using Overlap Elongation Rolling Circle Amplification 

(OERCA) as previously described[83] (Appendix C, Table 5).  BL21(DE) competent cells 

(EdgeBio) were directly transformed with the OERCA reaction mixture[83].  Following 

verification by DNA sequencing, colonies with (GLP-1)x6 polymers were selected from 
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OERCA generated libraries.  Cells were grown overnight and the plasmid DNA was 

purified by a plasmid miniprep kit (Qiagen).  2 µg of the plasmid DNA were digested 

with 2 µl each of NdeI and HindIII and 1X NEB (New England Biolabs) buffer 2 for 2 h 

at 37°C, enzymatically dephosphorylated with 1 µl CIP for 15 min to 1 h at 37 °C and 

then purified by a PCR purification kit.  A similar digestion was performed on pET25b+ 

vectors containing an ELP C-terminal to the site of GLP-1 polymer insertion.  GLP-1 

polymers (6 µl) were ligated to various ELP-containing vectors (3 µl) using 4 units of T4 

DNA ligase (Fermentas), 1X ligation buffer, and nuclease-free water in a total volume of 

20 µl. The ligation mixture was incubated at room temperature for 1 h, and BL21(DE) 

cells were then transformed with 7 µl of the ligation mixture for 15 min in an ice-water 

bath, heat-shocked at 42 °C for 30 s, and returned to the ice-water mixture for another 2 

min. The cells were recovered in SOC media while horizontally shaking at 200 rpm at 37 

°C for 40-60 min, and were then plated on TB agarose plates containing 1 mg/mL 

ampicillin.   

 

3.2.2 POD purification 

Before large-scale expression, starter cultures (4 mL) of TB media (Mo Bio) 

supplemented with 100 µg/mL ampicillin were inoculated with transformed cells from a 

fresh agar plate or from DMSO stocks stored at −80 °C, and incubated overnight at 37 °C 

while shaking at 250 rpm.  Expression cultures (4 L flasks containing 1 L of TB media 
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and 100 µg/mL ampicillin) were inoculated with the starter culture and incubated at 30 

°C for 6 h and then 16 °C with shaking at 200 rpm. After 7 h of growth, expression was 

induced by the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM.  

 

Cells were harvested 24 h after inoculation by centrifugation at 3,200 g for 10 min at 4 

°C. The cell pellet was resuspended by vortex in ~25 mL PBS buffer and stored at −80°C.  

For purification, resuspended pellets were thawed and lysed by ultrasonic disruption 

(10 cycles of 10 sec sonications separated by 40 sec intervals).  Poly(ethyleneimine) 

(2.5mL of 10% solution, Fluka) was added to each lysed suspension before 

centrifugation at 14,000 g (10 min) at 4 °C to separate cell debris from the soluble cell 

lysate.   

 

All GLP-1 polymer constructs were purified by a modified Inverse Transition Cycling 

(ITC) protocol composed of multiple “hot” and “cold” spins[73] using NaCl to trigger 

the phase transition.  For “hot” spins, ELP phase transition was triggered by adding 

NaCl to the cold protein solutions at a final concentration of 1 M or 3 M for ELPLow and 

ELPHigh fusion constructs, respectively.  Upon phase transition, the solutions were 

centrifuged at 14,000 g for 5 min at 10 °C and the pellets were resuspended in PBS, 

followed by a 10 min “cold” spin at 4 °C without additional NaCl to remove denatured 

contaminants. Five rounds of ITC were carried out for each construct. The 
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concentrations of the purified fusion proteins were measured on a NanoDrop ND-1000 

(NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE) spectrophotometer (280 nm) using 50,420 M-

1 cm-1 as the extinction coefficient for all ELPLow fusion proteins and 46,410 M-1 cm-1 as 

the extinction coefficient for ELPHigh fusion proteins.  Prior to in vivo administration, 

peptide solutions were passed through a polymixin B column (Pierce) at 4 °C, re-

suspended in D-PBS (D8662, Sigma) and sterile filtered through a 0.2 µM cellulose filter. 

 

3.2.3 Phase transition and secondary structure analysis 

The secondary structure was studied by circular dichroism (CD) using an Aviv Model 

202 instrument and 1 mm quartz cells (Hellma) by scanning from 280 nm to 180 nm with 

1 nm steps and a 3 second averaging time at 19 °C.  Purified constructs were dialyzed 

overnight against Milli-Q water, and the solutions were diluted to 15 or 2.5 µM in water 

(monomer GLP-1 and PODs respectively).  Data were considered for analysis whenever 

the Dynode voltage was below 500 V[91]. 

 

To characterize the inverse transition temperature of GLP-1 POD constructs, the optical 

density of a 150 µM solution in PBS was monitored at a wavelength of 350 nm as a 

function of temperature, with heating and cooling performed at a rate of 1 °C min-1 on a 

Cary 300 UV-visible spectrophotometer equipped with a multicell thermoelectric 

temperature controller (Varian Instruments, Walnut Creek, CA).  
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3.2.4 Degradation by Neutral Endopeptidase (NEP) 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 and ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 PODs  (5 µM) , [G8E22]GLP-1 

and native GLP-1 (30 µM) were incubated at 16 °C for up to 18 h with 0.46 µg  NEP 

protease (Enzo).  Following incubation, fractions were separated on a 10-20% tris-tricine 

SDS gel (Biorad) and stained with coomassie brilliant blue.  

 

3.2.5 In vitro assay for GLP-1 activity  

The ability of GLP-1 polymers to release GLP-1 monomers before and after incubation 

with proteases and to activate the GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R) in vitro was assessed using 

Baby Hamster Kidney (BHK) cells stably transfected with rat GLP-1R (a gift of Prof. 

Drucker, University of Toronto).  ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 and ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPLow60 PODs (50 uM) were incubated for up to 24 h with 1.1 µg FXa protease (Thermo 

Scientific) and 0.5 µg DPPIV (ProSpec). Receptor activation was determined by 

measuring the intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) concentration as a function of incubation 

time or protein concentration.  Cells were seeded at 30,000 cells per well in 24-well plates 

and allowed to reach 70–80% confluence in media at 37°C.  Before beginning the assay, 

cells were incubated with 100 µM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) for 1 h[92].  Cells 

were then incubated for 10 min with GLP-1 fractions.  Intracellular cAMP concentrations 

were measured colorimetrically using a competitive binding assay following cAMP 

acetylation according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Assay Designs).  cAMP levels 
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in treated wells were calculated after subtracting average cAMP in control (untreated) 

wells to control for assay to assay variation.  

 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Expression of GLP-1 PODs 

Several GLP-1 polymer libraries were synthesized using overlap elongation rolling circle 

amplification (OERCA) while varying amino acid composition of the GLP-1 monomer 

unit[83] (Table 1).  Sequence verified clones of each POD construct (appendix C, Table 6) 

were grown, induced, expressed and purified by ITC (section 3.2.2).  Each of the 

constructs was successfully expressed and purified with yields ranging from 50-150 

mg/L.  Lower yields were typically encountered when the purified construct was found 

to have an irreversible transition profile.  Thus, the lower yield was attributed to losses 

during purification rather than to problems in expression, this conclusion is also 

strengthened by SDS page analysis of whole cell bacterial lysates, showing significant 

protein production despite low yields (Figure 12C) and to high yields obtained when 

purifying the corresponding soluble POD.  In contrast, helically stable, reversible PODs 

were purified in high yields of ~150 mg/L for all constructs.  This number, however, 

does not reflect the relative size of the ELP fusion protein, where larger ELPs (i.e 
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ELP240) take up a significantly larger portion of total protein than smaller ELPs (i.e 

ELP60).   

   

For all constructs, production of PODs utilized a simple induction protocol in E. coli and 

the ELP fusion protein assisted in facile, chromatography-free, purification via inverse 

transition cycling.  SDS-PAGE analysis illustrates that resulting fusion proteins  migrate 

at the expected MW as seen by a single band at approximately 50 kDa for ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPLow60 and 125 kDa for ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 (Figure 12A-B). 

 

Figure 12.  ITC purification of PODs. 
(A).  ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60:  Lanes (a) sonicated cell lysate, (b) soluble cell lysate, (c) 
first hot spit supernatant, (d) purified ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 construct after 2 ITC 
cycles.  (B).  ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240:  Lanes (a) sonicated cell lysate, (b) soluble cell 

lysate, (C) first hot spit supernatant, (d) purified ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 construct after 2 
ITC cycles.  (C)  sonicated cell lysate of ([V8]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 showing expression of the 

fusion protein. 
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3.3.2 Physical characterization of PODs 

Temperature triggered coacervation was controlled by varying the ELP hydrophobicity 

and size, and fusion proteins displayed a typical sharp transition at the Tt.  By carefully 

selecting the ELP fusion proteins, we were able to create GLP-1 polymers with transition 

temperatures below (POD forming, ELPLow) or above (soluble control, ELPHigh) body 

temperature (Figure 13A).  Although ([V8]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 constructs displayed an 

irreversible transition profile (Figure 13B), which was attributed to the aggregation of 

GLP-1 due to alpha helix to beta sheet conversion[93], stabilization of the GLP-1 alpha 

helical structure by alanine to glycine at residue 8 and glycine to glutamic acid at residue 

22 mutations[22] ([G8E22]GLP) resulted in complete re-solubilization of the POD upon 

cooling below the transition Tt (Figure 13C-D).   
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Figure 13.  Transition profile of GLP-1 PODs. 
(A) Transition temperature of various ([G8E22]GLP) x6  fused to ELPs of varying 

hydrophobicity and molecular weight (150 µM).  (B) reversibility of ([V 8]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 
(150 µM) (C) ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 (150 µM)  and (D) ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240. 

   

All ([G8E22]GLP)x6 PODs also maintained apparent helical content, as indicated by 

negative 208 and 222 nm peaks and a positive 195 nm peak on its circular dichroism 

spectrum [22]  compared with the highly disordered structure of the ELP (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14.  CD spectra of GLP-1 monomer, ELP, and PODs. 
(A) CD spectra of monomer [G8E22]GLP (15 µM), ELPLow240 (2.5 µM) and ([G8E22]GLP) x6-

ELPLow240 (2.5 µM fusion protein or 15 µM GLP-1 equivalents).  (B) CD spectra of  
([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240, ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 and ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPHigh60 (2.5 
µM fusion protein or 15 µM GLP-1 equivalents). (C)  CD spectra of monomer G8E22, and 

native GLP-1 (15 µM each). 

 

3.3.3 Protease susceptibility of PODs 

As we designed GLP-1 PODs to reside in the s.c. space for prolonged periods, we were 

interested in testing the stability of PODs against neutral endopeptidase (NEP), a 

protease that is known to degrade GLP-1 in vivo.  Although considerably slower than 
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DPPIV-mediated deactivation of GLP-1, NEP has been previously implicated in GLP-1 

degradation[94, 95], which is of concern, as susceptibility of GLP-1 PODs to NEP would 

greatly reduce the available GLP-1 in the depot.  Remarkably, the PODs were not 

degraded even after 18 h incubation with NEP, whereas native GLP-1 and [G8E22]GLP 

were almost completely degraded (Figure 15).   

 

Figure 15.  Degradation of PODs and GLP-1 by NEP. 
(lane a: ([G8E22A36]GLP) x6-ELPLow60, lane b:  ([G8E22A36]GLP) x6-ELPLow60+NEP, lane c:  

([G8E22A36]GLP) x6-ELPLow240, land d:  ([G8E22A36]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 +NEP, land e:  
[G8E22]GLP, lane f:  [G8E22]GLP +NEP, lane g:  native GLP-1, lane h:  native GLP-1+NEP.  

NEP may be seen as a faint band at ~150kDa. 
 

While it is beneficial for PODs to be resistant to proteases that are known to degrade 

GLP-1 by cleaving inside the GLP-1 sequence, PODs, by design, should be susceptible to 

arginine targeting proteases which are needed to cleave between GLP-1 copies to liberate 

the active peptide.  To verify that arginine targeting proteases are capable of GLP-1 

release, PODs were incubated with activated Factor X (FXa), known to cleave between 

arginine-glycine bonds, which are also present between copies of GLP-1 in the GLP-1 
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polymer.  SDS-PAGE analysis of PODs incubated with FXa clearly demonstrates that the 

protease is able to cleave between individual peptides.  The resulting pattern indicates 

random cleavage by FXa at any arginine-glycine site in the POD, thus generating a series 

of bands corresponding to 1xGLP, 2xGLP, 3xGLP etc.  and 1xGLP-ELP, 2xGLP-ELP, 

3xGLP-ELP etc both with or without the protective leader peptide (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16.  GLP-1 release from PODs by FXa. 
Restriction pattern of ([G8E22A36]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 (lane 1) and ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 

(lane 2) with purified FXa.  Released GLP-1 and GLP-1 concatemers are seen as double 
bands representing GLP-1 concatemers with and without the protective leader peptide. 

 

 

3.3.4 In vitro activation of GLP-1 receptor 

Because protease-mediated release and activation of GLP-1 monomers from the POD is 

central to the design of GLP-1 PODs, we first assessed GLP-1 monomer release by 

incubation of a POD with the arginine-specific protease, FXa.  The release of active GLP-

1 monomer was assayed in vitro by the ability of GLP-1 to activate the GLP-1 receptor 
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(GLP-1R) in a receptor activation assay using baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells that 

express rat GLP-1R.  As expected, uncleaved ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 PODs had 

virtually no ability to activate the GLP-1R, even in high (100 nM) concentrations.  This 

was in sharp contrast with the very high activity of native, monomer, GLP-1 (Figure 

17A, EC50=0.27 nM).  However, after incubation with FXa, GLP-1 released from PODs 

was able to activate the GLP-1R (Figure 17B).  These results suggest that intact, 

uncleaved PODs in circulation should not reduce blood glucose, as they cannot 

effectively bind the GLP-1R.  Upon activation by proteolysis at the C-terminal arginine 

of GLP-1 units, circulating monomer will distribute to tissues, bind to and activate its 

receptor.  

 

 

Figure 17.  The ability of activated PODs to stimulate the GLP-1 receptor. 
(A) cAMP response of native GLP vs. inactivated ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 POD in BHK 

cells expressing the GLP-1R.  (B) cAMP response of ([G8E22]GLP) x6  PODs activated by 
cleavage with the arginine targeting  FXa protease for 0,2,4 and 6 h. 
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3.3.5 Significance 

The data presented in this chapter demonstrates key requirements for the utility of GLP-

1 PODs as a peptide drug delivery system.  First, PODs are expressed in high yields, 

using recombinant synthesis in E. coli cells, a method which has been extensively used 

and characterized for the synthesis of pharmaceuticals and facilitates scale up from 

bench-top to marketable quantities.  Second, PODs are able to reversibly phase 

transition, in a manner that is predictable and consistent with the transition temperature 

of the ELP fusion tag.  Third, it has been shown that while PODs are able to be cleaved 

by arginine targeting proteases which cut between GLP-1 units, they are resistant to 

internal degradation by a protease known to degrade GLP-1, possibly due to the steric 

hindrance in PODs compared with monomer GLP-1.  Fourth and most importantly, 

GLP-1 released from PODs by cleavage at the N-terminal arginine, are able to activate 

the GLP-1 receptor in vitro.  
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4 In vivo evaluation of Protease Operated Depots 

4.1 Introduction 

The ultimate test for any peptide drug delivery system must be its in vivo efficacy.  In the 

study and design of PODs, in vivo studies were intended to answer several questions 

relating to the mechanism of action and efficacy of PODs.  First, we sought to verify that 

active GLP-1 is released from the PODs by s.c. proteases.  Second we determined the 

effect of ELP size on the behavior or GLP-1 and fusion protein release from the depot.  

Third and most importantly, we studied the effect of various POD construct on glucose 

levels in both healthy and diabetic mice.  

  

4.1.1 Animal models of type-2 diabetes 

Insulin resistance and consequent elevated glucose levels are the hallmark of type-2 

diabetes, which is characterized by a host of other related pathologies (section 1.1.2).  

Animal models of type-2 diabetes typically either harbor a specific mutation, which 

induces the disease, involve administration of agents which impair pancreatic function 

or involve diet induced diabetes.     

 

The obese diabetic db/db and ob/ob mice, harbor a mutation in the leptin receptor or 

leptin gene (respectively) and are possibly the most widely used mouse models to 

evaluate study obesity, diabetes and the efficacy of type-2 diabetes therapy.  Both strains 
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are characterized by severe metabolic abnormalities including severe obesity, 

hyperinsulinemia, hyperglycemia (permanent in db/db mice and transient in ob/ob 

mice), increased body fat content, increased lipogenesis and β-cell death (typically in 

db/db mice after 4 months of age).  db/db and ob/ob mice are also immunodeficient, and 

have poor thermoregulation.  Generally, db/db mice bred on the BKS strain background 

are considered to have more severe, persistent diabetes as compared with db/db mice 

bred on the B6 background and ob/ob mice bred on either background[96].  

 

Among several other animal models, the Zucker diabetic fatty rat similarly harbors 

mutations in the leptin receptor.  Yet another model utilizes Streptozotocin (STZ) 

administration to rats, which causes β-cell death (in a somewhat controllable manner), 

which can also simulate type-2 diabetes.  Several rat and mouse strains can be fed a high 

fat diet to induce diabetes.  Additionally, type-2 diabetes can be modeled in stains of pig 

and in Rhesus monkeys[96, 97].  Finally, healthy mice have also been used to assess the 

activity of glucose lowering anti-diabetic agents[40, 98-100].  After administration of 

drug, glucose levels in healthy animals drop below normoglycemia and the response to 

a glucose challenge is improved.   
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4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Animals 

5-6 week old male C57BL/6J mice (stock number 000664), 5-6 week old male ob/ob mice 

(stock number 000632) and 4-6 week old male db/db mice (stock number 000642) were 

purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Me., USA).  Mice were housed under 

controlled light (12 h light/12 h dark) cycle with free access to food (Labdiet 5001, 

Purina) and water.  Mice were allowed at least one week acclimation to the facility, and 

blood sampling procedures before initiation of experiments.  All experimental 

procedures were approved by the Duke Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee. 

 

4.2.2 Fluorescent labeling and in vivo imaging of GLP-1 PODs 

For in vivo visualization, PODs were fluorescently labeled with Dylight 488-NHS ester 

(Pierce) conjugated on primary amines (lysine amino acids in GLP-1 primary sequence 

and in the linker sequence).  0.5 mg Dylight dissolved in 50 µL anhydrous 

dimethylformamide were added to approximately 0.5 mL of ~200 µM protein in 

conjugation buffer (0.1 M Sodium Bicarbonate, pH 8.9) at room temperature and 

continuously rotated at 4 °C.  The reaction was stopped after 1 h and excess fluorophore 

was removed by separation of protein conjugate and unreacted fluorophore on a PD-10 

gel-filtration column (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI).  In addition, a round of ITC was 

used to remove any residual unconjugated fluorophore by the addition of NaCl, and the 
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protein pellet was re-suspended in PBS to 150 µM.  The protein concentration was 

measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Nanodrop; Thermo Scientific) using the Dylight 488 

adjusted measurement tool.  The typical conjugation ratio ranged between 1.8-1.9 

Dylight molecules per protein chain. 

 

Labeled constructs were injected s.c. (11 nmol/mouse).  Blood samples (10 µl in 100 µl 

10% heparin in PBS) were withdrawn and in vivo POD formation and GLP-1 release 

from polymers were visualized by running on a 10-20% tris-tricine SDS gel (Biorad) and 

analysis of blood samples was performed by visualization of fluorescent bands with a 

Typhoon 9410 scanner for fluorescent protein bands at 488 nm.  

 

4.2.3 Fed blood glucose measurements 

The effect of GLP-1 PODs on fed blood glucose levels was measured following a single 

s.c. injection of PODs.  Blood glucose levels were measured at 3 and 1 days prior to 

initiating the experiment.  Before blood glucose measurement, the tail was wiped with a 

sterilizing alcohol solution, and wiped dry.  A tiny incision of the mouse tail vein was 

made and the first 1 µl drop of blood was wiped.  The second 1-2 µl blood drop was 

measured via the glucose oxidase test, using a hand-held glucometer (AlphaTrack, 

Abbott, set to code 7).  On the day of injection, animals were weighed, blood glucose 

was measured and a POD solution (11 nmol/mouse, 3.5 µl/g, 13-17 °C) or PBS (n=7-11) 
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was injected s.c.  Immediately following injection, mice were placed back in the cage, 

with free access to food and water and blood glucose was measured at 3, 6, 24, 48, 72, 96, 

120, 144 and 168 h after the injection.  Blood glucose levels were normalized by the 

average glucose levels taken on the days before and immediately prior to injection to 

reflect the percent change in glucose levels and correct for transient variations in 

glucose. 

 

4.2.4 Intraperitoneal Glucose Tolerance Test (IPGTT) 

At the beginning of the experiment, mice were randomly divided into 4 groups (n=5) 

based on two previous measurements of blood glucose.  At 9 am of the first day, all mice 

were injected s.c. with ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 PODs  (11 nmol/mouse) or PBS.  For 

C57BL/6J mice, in the morning of the first IPGTT experiment (9AM), 2 groups of mice 

(injected with either PODs or PBS control) were fasted by placement in a fresh cage and 

removal of food for 5 h.  At the end of the fasting period, mice were given 1 g/kg glucose 

(10% sterile glucose solution, Sigma) via intraperitoneal injection. Blood was drawn 

from the tail vein and glucose levels were measured using a glucometer (Alpha-Track, 

Abbott) at 0, 20, 40, 60, 90 and 120 min after glucose administration.  In the morning of 

the second IPGTT experiment (9AM) the 2 remaining groups of mice (injected with 

either PODs or PBS control) were subjected to the same protocol and an IPGTT was 

similarly performed.  For db/db mice, at 5 pm the day before the IPGTT experiment, 2 
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groups of mice (injected with either PODs or PBS control) were fasted by placement in a 

fresh cage and IPGTT was carried out at 9AM the following morning according to the 

protocol described above. 

 

4.2.5 In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography 

For in vivo tomography analysis of depot formation, PODs were labeled with IRDye® 

800CW NHS Ester (LICOR) by conjugation on Lys residues in GLP-1.  1 mg IRDye 

dissolved in 20 µL Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were added to approximately 1 mL of 

~200 µM POD or soluble control in phosphate buffer  pH 8.5, at room temperature and 

continuously rotated at 4 °C.  The reaction was stopped after 2 h and excess fluorophore 

was removed by separation of the fusion and unreacted fluorophore on a PD-10 gel-

filtration column (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI).  Subsequently, a round of ITC was 

used to remove any residual free fluorophore by the addition of NaCl, and the protein 

pellet was resuspended in PBS to 150 µM.  The protein concentration was measured by 

UV-vis spectroscopy (Nanodrop, Thermo Scientific). 

 

All mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane throughout the imaging procedures.  

Mice (7 weeks old, n=3 per group) were shaved at the torso and labeled constructs were 

injected s.c. (11 nmol/mouse).   Images were collected immediately after injection and 5, 

24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h post-injection. Imaging was performed with an FMT2500LX 
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fluorescence tomography in vivo imaging system (PerkinElmer) and the images were 

acquired and analyzed with TrueQuant 3D software (PerkinElmer).  When depicted in 

the same panel, all image intensities were set to the maximum intensity scale of the first 

(0 h) image. 

 

4.2.6 Data Analysis 

Data are presented as means and standard errors. Treatment effects on fed glucose levels 

were first analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA for all groups.  When the initial 

analysis indicated a significant difference, lower-order ANOVAs were conducted to 

determine main effects of each treatment, followed by post-hoc evaluations of individual 

differences at each time point for treatment and PBS using Fisher’s Protected Least 

Significant Difference.  For AUC of IPGTT evaluation, treatment and PBS were 

compared using a one-tailed heteroschedastic t-test.  

 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 In vivo imaging of GLP-1 PODs 

Visualization of in vivo activation of PODs was required to verify the second design 

element of the GLP-1 POD – the cleavage of GLP-1 oligomers in the POD by s.c. arginine 

specific proteases that “activate” the POD and release active GLP-1 into circulation. To 
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verify s.c. protease mediated cleavage in vivo, PODs were labeled on their lysine residues 

in the GLP-1 sequence with Dylight 488, injected s.c., and blood fractions were collected 

as a function of time post-injection and analyzed by SDS–PAGE for fluorescent protein 

bands.  In vitro, incubation of Dylight 488 labeled PODs with protease FXa results in a 

cleavage pattern consistent with release of monomer GLP-1 and GLP-1 oligomers, both 

with and without the protective leader peptide sequence and with or without the ELP  

(Figure 18C).  In preliminary experiments, upon injection, the irreversible construct 

([V8]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 failed to generate the typical restriction pattern seen after 

incubation of PODs with arginine targeting proteases (section 3.3.3), whereas the 

reversible construct ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 generated the typical restriction pattern 

seen in vitro (Figure 18A).  Following this observation the reversible ([G8E22]GLP)x6-PODs 

were chosen for further study.   

 

Notably, the size of the ELP module in ([G8E22]GLP)x6-PODs has a significant effect on 

the release of attached GLP-1 and intact fusion proteins from the s.c. site of injection.  

Upon release, the smaller ([G8E22]GLP)x6ELPLow60 intact fusion protein is clearly 

observed in blood, whereas for the larger ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 construct, almost no 

intact fusion is seen (Figure 18B, lanes 1-6).  In addition, a soluble control, ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPHigh60, was rapidly released from the s.c. site of injection, and is seen, mainly intact, 

at high concentrations in blood (Figure 18B, lanes 7-9).  These observations reinforce the 
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hypothesis that the main site of protease mediated GLP-1 release from PODs is from the 

s.c. depot and not in circulation, as the soluble construct is not fragmented.  Upon 

careful observation, some faint banding is seen below the intact fusion proteins in both 

depot-forming PODs and the soluble control.  These bands may indicate some 

degradation of the intact fusion in plasma or s.c.; however, the low relative intensity of 

these bands indicates that the extent of this degradation is insignificant.  Finally, a 

control POD, ([G8E22A36]GLP)-ELPLow60, in which every GLP-1 C-terminal arginine was 

mutated to an alanine (thereby eliminating the arginine protease cleavage site, Table 1), 

did not show the characteristic pattern of GLP-1 release to circulation, although intact 

fusion protein is released, consistently with similar size constructs (Figure 18B, lanes 10-

12), thus supporting the notion that cleavage at arginine residues is responsible for 

proteolytic cleavage and release of GLP-1 monomers from the s.c. depot into circulation.   
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Figure 18.  SDS-PAGE gel of Dylight 488 labeled PODs. 
Constructs were injected s.c and sampled from the tail vain 0,3 and 6 h post-injection.      
(A) ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 0,3,6 hours post-injection (lanes 1,2,3 respectively), and 

([V 8]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 (lanes 4,5,6 respectively).  (B) ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 0,3,6 hours 
post-injection (lanes 1,2,3 respectively), ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 0,3,6 hours post-injection 
(lanes 4,5,6 respectively), ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPHigh60 0,3,6 hours post-injection (lanes 1,2,3 
respectively), and ([G8E22A36]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 without C-terminal Arg 0,3,6 hours post-

injection (lanes 4,5,6 respectively).  (C)  Restriction pattern of ([G8E22A36]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 
(lane 1) and ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 (lane 2) with purified FXa (see section 3.3.3). 

 

 

4.3.2 Fed glucose reduction by GLP-1 PODs 

4.3.2.1 C57BL/6J 

We next determined whether a single s.c. injection of PODs can result in sustained 

release of GLP-1 from the depot, and provide extended temporal reduction of glucose 

levels compared with monomer GLP-1, and whether this release profile is affected by 

the size and Tt of the ELP.  A single s.c. injection of several different PODs (11 

nmol/mouse) was administered, using a 27 gauge needle, at a temperature below the Tt.   

Fed glucose levels were monitored during the first day, and every morning 

subsequently for up to 1 week post-injection.  In agreement with our hypothesis, we 
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found that PODs were able to significantly extend the glucose lowering effect of GLP-1.  

While the ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 POD provided extended glucose reduction for up to 

48 h (2 days post-injection, ANOVA p<0.001, Figure 19A), the larger and more 

hydrophobic  ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 POD reduced glucose for up to 120 h (5 days 

post-injection, ANOVA p<0.001, Figure 19B).  This prolonged reduction in glucose 

stands in stark contrast with the very –temporally– limited activity of monomer 

[G8E22]GLP which only lowers glucose levels for 1 h following s.c. injection (Figure 

19C).  Importantly, upon injection of a soluble control ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPHigh60, the 

observed glucose levels somewhat decreased compared with PBS controls, but were 

significantly higher than those of POD-treated mice during the first 6 hours post-

injection, and then returned to and remained normal at 24 – 144 h post-injection (Figure 

19D).  This reduction may be due to a propensity of the fusion protein to activate the 

GLP-1R after in vivo cleavage of the protective leader peptide, or to low levels of GLP-1 

release by arginine targeting proteases in plasma.  This relatively modest effect caused 

by release of large amounts of intact soluble ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPHigh60 control,  strongly 

indicates that continuous release of active GLP-1 monomers from PODs over the 5 day 

period is responsible for the extended glucose control exhibited by PODs, as even high 

amounts of intact soluble fusion protein release does not appear to cause a dramatic 

reduction in blood glucose.  Moreover, the modest response to the release of the soluble 

construct demonstrates the safety of the POD system, in which, unlike other physical 
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encapsulation methods, if most of the therapeutic cargo is accidentally released, the 

fusion protein remains largely inactive and therefore does not pose a threat or induce 

dose-related side effects in the patient.   

 

Figure 19.  Effect of a single POD injection on fed glucose levels in C57BL/6J mice. 

Change in daily fed blood glucose levels before and after a single s.c. injection of (A) 
([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60, (B) ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 (C) [G8E22]GLP (1 nmol/mouse) 

and (D) ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPHigh60 (all PODs injected at 11 nmol/mouse).  Injection was 
administered at the 0 h time point.     (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001). 
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4.3.2.2 db/db and ob/ob mice 

We next evaluated the effect of a single POD injection on fed blood glucose levels in the 

diabetic mouse model db/db and ob/ob.  A single s.c. injection of PODs (11 nmol/mouse) 

was administered, using a 27 gauge needle, at a temperature below the Tt.   Fed glucose 

levels were monitored during the first day, and every morning subsequently for up to 3 

days post-injection.  Following injection, fed blood glucose level is seen to decrease 

significantly compared with PBS control in both mouse models.  However, compared 

with their healthy counterparts, the duration of glucose reduction is shorter, and lasts 

only up to ~48 h post injection (Figure 20).  This reduced efficacy can be the result of the 

severe hyperinsulinemia that is characteristic of both animal models[101].  It is possible 

that the increase in insulin secretion caused by circulating GLP-1 is not sufficient to 

cause reduction in glucose levels, and that other mechanisms of GLP-1 action (i.e 

decreased glucagon secretion, increased insulin sensitivity etc.) are the cause of GLP-1 

mediated glucose reduction in diabetic mice.  In this case, the dose required to maintain 

these actions may be higher than that which is required for insulin secretion, and is 

insufficient to effect glucose reduction beyond 48 h post injection.  Yet another possible 

reason for the differences in the duration of response is the sedentary nature of the 

db/db and ob/ob mice, as it was constantly observed that the db/db and ob/ob mice 

display minimal movement about the cage.  In this case, it may be that movement 

facilitates rearrangement of the POD aggregates in a way that enables more access to 
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tissue proteases around the POD, absent movement – access to the PODs is limited to 

the outer aggregates and is minimal after the first 48 h.    

 

Figure 20.  Effect of a single POD injection on fed glucose levels in diabetic mice. 

Change in daily fed blood glucose levels before and after a single s.c. injection of 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 in (A) db/db and (B) ob/ob mice (all constructs injected at 11 

nmol/mouse).  Injection was administered at the 0h time point. 

 

4.3.3 Intraperitoneal glucose tolerance following POD injection 

To validate the long lasting effect of GLP-1 PODs in C57BL/6J mice, a second experiment 

was conducted in which an intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test (IPGTT) was 

conducted 54 h and 102 h (between the 2nd and 3rd day and between the 4th and 5th 

day post-injection, respectively) after a single injection of ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 

PODs.  IPGTT results confirmed the presence of GLP in circulation and its significant 

effect on glucose clearance.  At 54 h post-injection, the area under the curve (AUC) is 

reduced by 50% (p<0.001, Figure 21A) for treated mice compared with PBS treated 
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controls.  Similarly, at 102 h post-injection, AUC is reduced by 37% for treated mice 

compared with PBS treated controls (p<0.001, Figure 21B).  

 

Figure 21.  IPGTT after POD injection in C57BL/6J mice. 

Blood glucose levels in 7 week old mice during IPGTT performed (A) 52 h and (B) 102 

h after a single injection of ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 (11 nmol/mouse, *** p<0.001). 

 

We likewise evaluated the effect of a POD injection on IPGTT performed 72 h after a 

single injection in db/db mice.  IPGTT results confirmed the trend observed in 

monitoring fed glucose levels as the presence of GLP in circulation was not sufficient to 

induce a significant reduction in the AUC compared with a PBS control (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22.  IPGTT after POD injection in db/db mice. 

Blood glucose levels in 7 week old mice during IPGTT performed 72 h after a single 

injection of ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 (11 nmol/mouse). 

 

4.3.4 In vivo near infra-red (NIR) fluorescence tomography of PODs 

To confirm POD depot formation and persistence for over 5 days in vivo, NIR labeled 

PODs and soluble control were injected s.c. and imaged for up to 1 week post injection 

using an NIR fluorescence tomography system.  Tomography images confirmed the 

presence of a s.c. depot which could be visualized for 1 week following a single injection.  

Further, it was visually apparent that, while some small amount of ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPHigh60 soluble control persisted in the injection site (Figure 23A, Appendix B, Figure 

37), the size of depots created by both ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60  and ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPLow240 PODs was larger - thus confirming the role of in vivo transition of the ELP in 

POD formation (Figure 23B-C, Appendix  B Figure 38 and Figure 39).     
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Figure 23.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of PODs. 

NIR tomography images after a single s.c injection of (A) ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPHigh60, 

(B) ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 and (C) ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 immediately following 

injection and 24, 72 and 120 h after s.c injection. 
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Upon quantification of the whole-body fluorescence intensity it was apparent that some 

artifacts interfere with correct estimation of labeled constructs.  As seen in Figure 24, the 

overall intensity increases 5  h after injection, and then decreases at the 24 h time point 

and beyond.  Although there may be a slight advantage to ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240, 

the differences are insignificant.  When analyzing this data, a few factors should be 

considered:  (1) the increase in fluorescence intensity 5 h after injection suggests that 

quenching affects interfere with correct measurement of fluorescence intensity.  (2)  

There may be a change in the fluorophore properties upon ELP aggregation and change 

in water content.  (3)  The relatively high error bars, and careful examination of the data, 

reveal a high variance between mice in the same group.  These effects may be inherent to 

the experiment and/or be effected by the concentration of labeled protein at the depot 

site.  A possible solution would be to reduce NIR conjugation efficiency, or dilute NIR 

labeled constructs with un-labeled constructs prior to injection until quenching effects 

are eliminated.         
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Figure 24.  Quantification of fluorescence intensity measured by NIR tomography of 

PODs. 

 

4.3.5 Significance 

We have shown that PODs are a viable and attractive method for the sustained delivery 

of GLP-1 for up to 5 days following a single s.c. injection.  As discussed in chapter 1, 

synthetic microsphere based sustained release formulations are viscous, cause 

significant pain upon injection, and their degradation can cause fibrosis[30, 31]. 

Furthermore, synthesis is complicated due to sterilization issues[32] and the peptide 

may adsorb to the polymer matrix and undergo denaturation[33].   

 

In contrast to this approach, PODs provide, we believe, a simple and elegant approach 

that circumvents these limitations.  First, PODs are genetically encoded, so that they can 

be recombinantly produced with high yield in E. coli, thereby avoiding the need for 

chemical conjugation or encapsulation into a polymer matrix. Second, the ELP module 
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of a POD enables facile, non-chromatographic purification afforded by the phase 

behavior of the ELP, that will enable economical production and simple scale-up and 

down-stream processing[26]. Third, a significant strength of PODs stems from the high 

degree of modularity in their design that is controlled by orthogonal design elements 

that can be manipulated at the gene level.  The ELP phase behavior –controlled at the 

sequence level by the composition of the ELP and its MW– is an important design 

element in the performance of the GLP-1 POD, as a smaller ELP tag provides glucose 

control for 48 h, while a larger ELP tag provides glucose control for 120 h.  Because we 

have in hand a large set of diverse ELPs[49], we believe that with further optimization of 

the ELP, GLP-1 release could be further tuned for potentially an even longer duration of 

time than demonstrated here.  The loading efficiency of the therapeutic payload in the 

POD is another element that is similarly controlled by two orthogonal, genetically 

encodable parameters at the sequence level –the number of peptide repeats in the 

oligomer and the MW of the ELP– which controls the concentration of POD molecules 

needed to achieve a given pharmacological profile in vivo. Finally, the design of the 

protease cleavage site –another genetically encoded design element– between GLP-1 

monomers controls the rate of peptide release and affects the rate at which peptides 

enter circulation as well as the efficiency with which the peptide is utilized from a 

therapeutic perspective.   This degree of modularity and control is difficult to access 

with competing technologies, in our opinion. 
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PODs, like other depot forming systems, are designed to release active peptide over a 

prolonged period following injection.  As GLP-1 is released, it is removed from 

circulation via proteolysis and kidney filtration.  For this reason, the (single) dose 

administered for PODs is significantly higher than the (single) dose of monomer GLP-1.  

A careful examination of dose equivalents is warranted to assess the efficacy and 

bioavailability of the injected POD dose.  In all experiments, we injected PODs at 11 

nmol/mouse, or 66 nmol GLP-1 equivalents/mouse (as there are 6 GLP-1 peptides in a 

single POD fusion construct).  As GLP-1 monomers have a particularly short in vivo half 

life, it has previously been shown that a 1 nmol/mouse injection of a DPPIV resistant 

[G8]GLP can improve IPGTT for up to 4 hours following a single injection [102].  In our 

experience fed glucose levels return to normal 1.5 h after a single injection of [G8E22]GLP 

(Figure 19C).  Assuming a best case scenario of 4 h glucose control, at least 6 daily 

injections of [G8E22]GLP would be required in a mouse to achieve a full day of fed 

glucose control for a total dose of 30 nmol/mouse over a 5 day period.  Therefore, the 

dose required by PODs is ~2-fold higher than that required by successive injections of 

monomer GLP-1.  This modest increase in dose is dwarfed, in our opinion, by the 

significant reduction in the number of injections required, as a single POD injection 

provides a similar glucose reduction as compared to 30 injections of GLP-1 peptide over 

the course of 5 days.  These doses also compare favorably with the 14-28 fold larger dose 
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required by Bydureon (exenatide encapsulation system) which was recently 

approved[42]. 

 

Although these results are encouraging, we believe that the factors that necessitate a 

larger dose of the GLP-1 POD relative to the free peptide need to be isolated and 

addressed in future efforts to optimize this system for clinical translation.  We have 

identified several possibilities for this apparent loss in bioavailability.  First, 

visualization of GLP-1 release from PODs in vivo reveals the presence of a fraction of 

larger MW bands corresponding to GLP-1 dimer and higher MW oligomers.  While 

these oligomers may be cleaved to some extent in the blood or tissues to ultimately 

release GLP-1 monomer, partially cleaved GLP-1 represents a loss of efficiency in 

utilizing the full GLP-1 dose.  This can be addressed by mutating the protease site 

encoded between GLP-1 monomers to enable more efficient cleavage, which will reduce 

the amount of partially cleaved GLP-1 that is released from the POD into circulation. 

Second, while NEP, the primary protease known to cleave GLP-1 in vivo does not appear 

to degrade GLP-1 PODs, presumably due to a lack of steric access, it is possible that 

other, as yet unidentified, proteases degrade GLP-1 in circulation, so that identification 

of these proteases may enable design of suitable GLP-1 mutants to prevent this 

premature degradation.  
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5 Design, synthesis and efficacy of GLP-ELP Depots 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 GLP-ELP depots 

GLP-ELP Depots are a second ELP based peptide drug delivery technique, which uses a 

completely genetically encodable fusion protein designed to create a s.c. depot of GLP-1 

fusion proteins, where the GLP-1 is fused to a thermally sensitive elastin-like 

polypeptide (ELP) that is soluble at room temperature but forms a depot – a viscous 

coacervate – at body temperature[82].  The central hypothesis that underlies this design 

is that the ELP will drive a thermal transition upon s.c. injection of (GLP-1)-ELP fusions, 

thereby forming a stable drug depot.  Over time, active peptide fusion will be released 

from the depot, providing prolonged release of high MW drug into circulation – which 

will also enhance the peptide’s half life. 

 

5.1.2 GLP-1 design 

In accordance with the data on the effect of GLP-1 sequence mutations on POD fusion 

protein structural stability and thermal transition reversibility, we chose to incorporate 

an alanine to glycine mutation at residue 8 to prevent deactivation by DPPIV as well as a 

glycine to glutamic acid mutation at residue 22 to enhance alpha helical content.  Since 

our POD model showed s.c. proteolysis in vivo at the C-terminal arginine position we 

also incorporated an arginine to alanine mutation at residue 36 to prevent s.c. cleavage 
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of GLP-1 from its ELP fusion partner.  The therapeutic GLP-1 moiety in this study is 

therefore the GLP-1 analog - [G8E22A36]GLP-1.  

 

5.1.3 ELP selection 

As was in the case for PODs, to direct transition behavior towards depot formation or 

soluble control, we choose the same ELP compositions previously shown to reversibly 

transition above or below body temperature[89].   Whereas PODs were designed to 

mimic microsphere technology, and therefore benefited from a large ELP fusion protein 

which did not release to circulation, GLP-ELP fusions are designed to release from the 

s.c. depot intact.  Therefore, in accordance with data collected from in vivo visualization 

of Dylight 488 labeled PODs, we chose to build a GLP-ELP fusion which was of the 

largest molecular weight capable of being released from the depot.  Since 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 PODs (size 50 kDa) were seen to circulate in plasma, we fused 

[G8E22A36]GLP-1 (size 3 kDa) to ELPLow120 (size 50 kDa) (or ELPHigh120) to generate a 

similar size GLP-ELP fusion capable of releasing from the s.c. depot site. 

 

5.1.4 Nomenclature 

All GLP-1 fusion moieties described in this section are [G8E22A36]GLP-1, and are 

therefore termed GLP-1 for brevity.  The nomenclature for the ELP fusion partner 

remains the same as for PODs, with the exception that only two ELPs are used 
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ELPLow120 and ELPHigh120 to describe ELPs designed to transition below (Low) and 

above (High) body temperature, both composed of 120 pentapeptide repeats.   The GLP-

ELP fusion proteins are therefore referred to either (GLP-1)- ELPLow120 or (GLP-1)- 

ELPHigh120. 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Recombinant GLP-ELP synthesis 

The gene of [G8E22A36]GLP with an alanine-alanine leader, and 5’ NdeI and 3’ HindIII 

restriction sites was amplified using the [G8E22]GLP synthetic gene template used for 

OERCA reactions in chapter 3:  

“GGTGCCCACGGTGAAGGCACCTTTACCAGCGACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGA

ACAGGCGGCGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTGAAAGGTCGT”, F primer: 

“GATATACATATGGCAGCGCACGGTGAAGGCACCTTT” and R primer:  

“CATAGGAAGCTTGCCCGCACCTTTCACCAGCCACGCGAT”.  The PCR reaction 

mixture consisted of 10 pmoles of [G8E22]GLP template, 10 pmol of sense and antisense 

DNA primers, 50 µL GoTaq green master mix (Promega) and water for a final volume of 

100 µL.  The PCR reaction conditions were 95 °C for 2 min for initial denaturation, 

followed by 35 cycles at 95 °C for 30 s, 52 °C for 30 s and 72 °C for 40 s.  The resulting 

PCR product was purified using a PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and visualized on a 1% 

agarose gel stained with SYBR® Safe DNA stain (Invitrogen).   2 µg PCR products was 
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digested with 2 µl NdeI, 2 µl Hind III, 1x NEB 2 bufer and nuclease free water in total 

volume of 40 µl at 37 °C for 2 h and PCR purified to remove residual enzymes and 

buffer.  A modified pET25b+ vector containing the ELP tag was modified to include a 

leader cassette with NdeI and HindIII restriction sites for in-frame ligation of GLP-1 to 

the ELP.  2 µg vector DNA was digested with 2 µl NdeI, 2 µl Hind III, 1x NEB 2 buffer 

and nuclease free water in total volume of 40 µl at 37 °C for 2 h and PCR purified to 

remove residual enzymes and buffer.  The annealed product was ligated to the vector 

using 4 units of T4 DNA ligase, 1X ligation buffer, ~250 ng of the annealed product, ~250 

ng of digested vector, and nuclease-free water in a total volume of 20 µl.  The ligation 

mixture was incubated at room temperature for 1 h, and BL21(DE) cells were then 

transformed with 7 µl of the ligation mixture for 15 min in an ice-water bath, heat-

shocked at 42 °C for 30 s, and returned to the ice-water mixture for another 2 min.  The 

cells were recovered in SOC media while horizontally shaking at 200 rpm at 37 °C for 

40-60 min, and were then plated on TB agarose plates containing 1 mg/mL ampicillin.  

Correct clones were identified by colony PCR and verified by DNA sequencing. 

 

5.2.2 GLP-ELP expression and purification 

Before large-scale expression, starter cultures (50 mL) of TB media (Mo Bio) 

supplemented with 100 µg/mL ampicillin were inoculated with transformed cells from a 

fresh agar plate or from DMSO stocks stored at −80 °C, and incubated overnight at 37 °C 
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while shaking at 250 rpm.  Expression cultures (4 L flasks containing 1 L of TB media 

and 100 µg/mL ampicillin) were inoculated with 10-15 mL of re-suspended starter 

culture and incubated at 25 °C for 6 h and then at 16 °C with shaking at 200 rpm. After 7 

h of growth, expression was induced by the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 

0.2 mM.  

 

Cells were harvested 24 h after inoculation by centrifugation at 3,200 g for 10 min at 4 

°C. The cell pellet from 2 L of culture was resuspended by vortex in ~15 mL PBS buffer 

and stored at −80 °C.  For purification, resuspended pellets were thawed and lysed by 

ultrasonic disruption (10 cycles of 10 s sonications separated by 40 s intervals).  

Poly(ethyleneimine) (5 mL of 10% solution, Fluka) was added to each lysed suspension 

before centrifugation at 14,000 g (10 min) at 4 °C to separate cell debris from the soluble 

cell lysate.   

 

All (GLP-1)-ELP constructs were purified by a modified ITC protocol composed of 

multiple “hot” and “cold” spins[73] using NaCl to trigger the phase transition.  For 

“hot” spins, ELP phase transition was triggered by adding NaCl to the cold protein 

solutions at a final concentration of 1 M or 3 M for ELPHigh and ELPLow fusion constructs, 

respectively.  Upon phase transition, the solutions were centrifuged at 14,000 for 5 min 

at 10 °C and the pellets were resuspended in PBS, followed by a “cold” spin at 14,000 for 
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10 min at 4 °C without additional NaCl to remove denatured contaminants. Five rounds 

of ITC were carried out for each construct. The concentrations of the purified fusion 

proteins were measured on a NanoDrop ND-1000 (NanoDrop Technologies, 

Wilmington, DE) spectrophotometer (280 nm) using 12,490 and 8,480 M-1 cm-1 as the 

extinction coefficients for ELPHigh and ELPLow respectively.  Prior to in vivo 

administration, peptide solutions were passed through a polymixin B column (Pierce) at 

4 °C, re-suspended in D-PBS (D8537, Sigma) and sterile filtered through a 0.2 µM 

cellulose filter. 

 

5.2.3 Phase transition and secondary structure analysis 

The secondary structure was studied by circular dichroism (CD) using an Aviv Model 

202 instrument and 1 mm quartz cells (Hellma) by scanning from 280 nm to 180 nm with 

1 nm steps and a 3 second averaging time at 19 °C.  Purified constructs were diluted to 

7.5 µM in water.  Data were considered for analysis whenever the Dynode voltage was 

below 500 V [91]. 

 

To characterize the inverse transition temperature of GLP-ELP constructs, the optical 

density of a 200 µM solution in PBS was monitored at a wavelength of 350 nm as a 

function of temperature, with heating and cooling performed at a rate of 1 °C min-1 on a 
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Cary 300 UV-visible spectrophotometer equipped with a multicell thermoelectric 

temperature controller (Varian Instruments, Walnut Creek, CA).  

 

5.2.4 Degradation by Neutral Endopeptidase (NEP) 

(GLP-1)-ELPLow120 and native GLP-1 (30 µM) were incubated at 16 °C for up to 18 h 

with 0.46 µg NEP protease (Enzo).  Following incubation, fractions were separated on a 

10-20% tris-tricine SDS gel (Biorad) and stained with coomassie brilliant blue.  

 

5.2.5 In vitro assay for GLP-1 activity  

The ability of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 and (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 to activate the GLP-1 receptor 

(GLP-1R) in vitro was assessed using Baby Hamster Kidney (BHK) cells stably 

transfected with rat GLP-1R. (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 and (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 (5 µM) was 

incubated for 20 h with 0.5 µg DPPIV (ProSpec) at 20 °C to remove the AA leader. 

Receptor activation was determined by measuring the intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) 

concentration as a function of protein concentration.  Receptor activation was 

determined by measuring the intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) concentration as 

described in section 3.2.5. 
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5.2.6 Fed blood glucose measurements 

The effect of GLP-ELP on fed blood glucose levels was measured following a single s.c. 

injection of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120.  Blood glucose levels were measured at 3 and 1 days 

prior to initiating the experiment.  Before blood glucose measurement, the tail was 

wiped with a sterilizing alcohol solution, and wiped dry.  A tiny incision of the mouse 

tail vein was made and the first 1 µl drop of blood was wiped.  The second 1-2 µl blood 

drop was measured via the glucose oxidase test, using a hand-held glucometer 

(AlphaTrack, Abbott, set to code 7).  On the day of injection, animals were weighed, 

blood glucose was measured and an (GLP-1)-ELPLow120, (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 solution (14, 

7 and 3.5 nmol/mouse or 700, 350 and 175 nmol/kg, 3.5 µl/g, 13-17 °C) or PBS (n=7-11) 

was injected s.c.  Immediately following injection, mice were placed back in the cage, 

with free access to food and water and blood glucose was measured at 3, 6, 24, 48, 72, 96, 

120, 144 and 168 h after the injection. Blood glucose levels were normalized by the 

average glucose levels taken on the days before and immediately prior to injection to 

reflect the percent change in glucose levels and correct for transient variations in 

glucose. 

 

5.2.7 Intraperitoneal Glucose Tolerance Test (IPGTT) 

At the beginning of the experiment, mice were randomly divided into 4 groups (n=5) 

based on two previous measurements of blood glucose.  At 9 am of the first day, all mice 
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were injected s.c with (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (14 nmol/mouse, 700 nmol/kg) or PBS.  In the 

morning of the first IPGTT experiment (9AM), 2 groups of mice (injected with either 

GLP-ELP or PBS control) were fasted by placement in a fresh cage and removal of food 

for 5 h.  At the end of the fast period, mice were given 1 g glucose/kg (10% sterile 

glucose solution, Sigma) via intraperitoneal injection. Blood was drawn from the tail 

vein and glucose levels were measured using a glucometer (Alpha-Track, Abbott) at 0, 

20, 40, 60, 90 and 120 min after glucose administration.  In the morning of the second 

IPGTT experiment (9AM) the 2 remaining groups of mice (injected with either GLP-ELP 

or PBS control) were subjected to the same protocol and an IPGTT was similarly 

performed.  

 

5.2.8  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography 

For in vivo tomography analysis of depot formation, (GLP-1)-ELP fusions were labeled 

with IRDye® 800CW NHS Ester (LICOR) by conjugation on lysine residues in GLP-1 

and on ELP.  0.5 mg IRDye dissolved in 10 µL Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were added 

to approximately 1 mL of ~200 µM (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 or soluble control in phosphate 

buffer  pH 8.5, at room temperature and continuously rotated at 4 °C.  The reaction was 

quenched after 2 h and excess fluorophore was removed by a round of ITC by the 

addition of NaCl, and the protein pellet was resuspended in PBS to 200 µM.  The protein 

concentration was measured by UV-vis spectroscopy (Nanodrop, Thermo Scientific). 
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All mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane throughout the imaging procedures.  

Mice (7 weeks old, n=3 per group) were shaved at the torso and labeled constructs were 

injected s.c. (175 or 700 nmol/kg).   Images were collected immediately after injection and 

4, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h post-injection. Imaging was performed with an 

FMT2500LX fluorescence tomography in vivo imaging system (PerkinElmer) and the 

images were acquired and analyzed with TrueQuant 3D software (PerkinElmer).  When 

depicted in the same panel, all image intensities were set to the maximum intensity scale 

of the first (0 h) image. 

 

5.2.9 Data Analysis 

Data are presented as means and standard errors. Treatment effects on fed glucose levels 

were first analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA for all groups.  When the initial 

analysis indicated a significant difference, lower-order ANOVAs were conducted to 

determine main effects of each treatment, followed by post-hoc evaluations of individual 

differences at each time point for treatment and PBS using Fisher’s Protected Least 

Significant Difference.  For AUC of IPGTT evaluation, treatment and PBS were 

compared using a one-tailed heteroschedastic t-test.  
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Expression of GLP-ELP 

The (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusion proteins were successfully expressed in E.coli with IPTG 

induction.  Beyond its utility as the depot forming module, the fused ELP was also 

useful at the expression and purification level in that it allowed facile, chromatography-

free, purification via inverse transition cycling (ITC)[73] with a yield of 30-50 mg fusion 

protein per liter of culture.  SDS-PAGE showed that the purified construct had the 

expected MW as seen by a single band at approximately 50 kDa.  Contrary to low 

expression in the case of irreversible PODs the lower yield of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 was 

attributed to problems in expression, possibly due to proteolysis or inefficient mRNA 

translation, based on SDS page analysis of whole cell bacterial lysates, showing low 

target protein production, compared with POD overexpression (Figure 25).   

 

Figure 25.  ITC purification of GLP-ELP. 
Lanes (a) sonicated cell lysate, (b) soluble cell lysate, (c) purified (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 

construct after 1 ITC cycle, (d) purified (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 construct after 2 ITC cycles. 
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5.3.2 Physical characterization of GLP-ELP 

Temperature triggered coacervation was controlled by varying the ELP hydrophobicity, 

and fusion proteins displayed a typical, sharp, transition at their Tt.  By selecting the ELP 

composition, we were able to create (GLP-1)-ELP fusions with transition temperatures 

below (depot forming, named (GLP-1)-ELPLow120) or above (soluble control, named 

(GLP-1)-ELPHigh120) body temperature, with the same molecular weight.  (GLP-1)-ELP 

fusions displayed a reversible transition profile, albeit with some hysteresis (Figure 26).     

 

Figure 26.  Transition profile of GLP-ELP. 

Transition temperature and reversibility of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 and (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 
(200 µM). 

 

The helical structure of GLP-1 in (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusions appeared to be preserved as 

measured by circular dichroism by negative 208 and 222 nm peaks and slightly positive 
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195 nm peak, compared with the highly disordered structure observed for ELP alone[22] 

(Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27.  CD spectra of GLP-ELP 

CD spectra of monomer GLP, ELPLow and (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (all at 7.5 µM). 

 

5.3.3 Protease susceptibility of GLP-ELP 

As for PODs, (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusions were designed to reside in the s.c. space for 

prolonged periods.  Likewise, we tested the stability of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 against 

neutral endopeptidase (NEP).   Yet again, we found that the (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusion 

proteins are preserved after 18h incubation with NEP, while native GLP-1 and 

[G8E22]GLP are almost entirely degraded (Figure 28).   
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Figure 28.  Degradation of GLP-ELP and GLP-1 by NEP. 
Degradation of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 or GLP-1 by NEP after 18 h incubation (lane 1: ((GLP-

1)-ELPLow120  lane 2:  (GLP-1)-ELPLow120+NEP, lane 3:  GLP-1, lane 4: GLP-1+NEP.  NEP 
may be seen as a faint band at ~150kDa. 

 

5.3.4 In vitro activation of GLP-1 receptor 

It is well known that conjugation of GLP-1 to larger carrier molecules reduces its ability 

to activate the GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R)[43, 44, 103].  Therefore, we examined the effect 

of ELP fusion on the ability of the fusions to activate the GLP-1 receptor (GLP-1R) in a 

receptor activation assay using baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells that express rat GLP-

1R.  (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 produced dose-related cAMP accumulation, albeit less 

effectively than native GLP-1, with a 57 fold reduction in EC50 (0.092 vs. ~5.2 nmol/L for 

GLP-1 vs. (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 respectively, Figure 29).  Construct (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 

which is attached to a soluble ELP of the same MW as ELPLow likewise produced dose-

related cAMP accumulation, with EC50=3.11 compared with an EC50=3.7 for (GLP-1)-
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ELPLow120 in this assay.  The observed reduction in EC50 is neither unexpected nor 

unprecedented as fusion of GLP-1 to BSA (Albugon) or exendin to BSA resulted in 30 

and 20 fold reduction in bioactivity respectively[28, 43] and a GLP-1 – PEG fusion 

reduced receptor binding affinity 30-500 fold[22, 44].   

 

Figure 29.  The ability of GLP-ELP to stimulate the GLP-1 receptor. 

cAMP response of native GLP vs. (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 and (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 in BHK 
cells expressing the GLP-1R. 

 

    

5.3.5 Fed glucose reduction by GLP-1 PODs 

5.3.5.1 C57BL/6J 

We next determined whether a single injection of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 can prolong fusion 

protein release from the depot site, and provide extended temporal reduction of glucose 

levels compared with monomer GLP-1, and whether this release profile is affected by 

the Tt of the ELP.  A single s.c. injection of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 was administered, using a 

27 gauge needle, at a temperature below the Tt.   Fed glucose levels were monitored 
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during the first day, and every morning subsequently for up to 1 week post-injection.  

As expected, (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 reduced fed blood glucose levels significantly in a dose-

dependent manner:  175, 350 and 700 nmol/kg reduced blood glucose levels for 24, 72 

and 144 h respectively (ANOVA p<0.0001 for all treatment groups).  Differences were 

also observed in the magnitude of glucose reduction which increased from ~13% to 30% 

with increase in dose (Figure 30A-C).  In contrast, a single injection of GLP-1 monomer 

caused a modest reduction in blood glucose that vanished 1.5 h post injection (Figure 

30C inset).   

 

To examine the influence of the ELP Tt (above or below body temperature) on glucose 

reduction a second experiment was conducted to compare a single injection of the 

soluble fusion, (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 (175 nmol/kg), with that of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (175 

nmol/kg and 700 nmol/kg).  As expected, upon injection of (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120, which 

was designed to remain soluble at body temperature, blood glucose levels dropped 

sharply due to the rapid release of fusion protein.  At peak activity, the soluble construct 

reduced glucose levels by 60% compared with PBS treated controls, whereas the depot 

forming (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 administered at the same dose caused a relatively modest 

~20% reduction in glucose levels.  Importantly, upon injection of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 at 4 

times the dose of soluble construct (700 nmol/kg), we again observed a steady ~30% 

reduction in fed glucose levels that persisted for over 5 days post injection (Figure 30D) 
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thus reinforcing the role of the depot formation in regulating the release of GLP fusion 

protein from the injection site.   

 

Figure 30.  Effect of a single GLP-ELP injection on fed glucose in C57BL/6J mice. 

Change in daily fed blood glucose levels before and after a single s.c. injection of (A) 

(GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (175 nmol/kg, ANOVA p<0.001), (B) (GLP-1)-ELPDepot (350 nmol/kg, 

ANOVA p<0.0001) (C) (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (700 nmol/kg, ANOVA p<0.0001) with inset 

showing the effect of a single injection of GLP-1 (50 nmol/kg) on fed glucose levels 

and (D) a separate experiment comparing the effects of (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 (175 

nmol/kg) with (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (175 and 700 nmol/kg) (ANOVA p<0.0001).  

Injection was administered at the 0 h time point .  (*** p<0.05, ** p<0.01, * p<0.001). 
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5.3.5.2 ob/ob mice 

We next evaluated the effect of a single (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 injection on fed blood 

glucose levels in the ob/ob diabetic mouse model.  A single s.c injection of (GLP-1)-

ELPLow120 (700 nmol/kg) was administered, using a 27 gauge needle, at a temperature 

below the Tt.   Fed glucose levels were monitored during the first day, and every 

morning subsequently for up to 3 days post-injection.  Following injection, fed blood 

glucose levels are seen to decrease significantly compared with PBS control in both 

mouse models.  However, compared with their healthy counterparts, the duration of 

glucose reduction is shorter, and lasts only up to ~24-48 h post injection (Figure 31).  As 

was the case for PODs this reduced efficacy can be the result of the severe 

hyperinsulinemia that is characteristic of both animal models [101] or the sedentary 

nature of the ob/ob strain.   
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Figure 31.  Effect of a (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 injection on fed glucose levels in ob/ob mice. 

Change in daily fed blood glucose levels before and after a single s.c. injection of 

(GLP-1)-ELPLow120 in ob/ob mice (14 nmol/mouse).  Injection was administered at the 

0h time point. 

 

5.3.6 Intraperitoneal glucose tolerance following GLP-ELP injection 

To validate the long lasting effect of GLP-1 PODs in C57BL/6J mice, a second experiment 

was conducted in which an intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test (IPGTT) was 

conducted 54 h and 102 h (between the 2nd and 3rd day and between the 4th and 5th 

day post-injection, respectively) after a single injection of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120.  IPGTT 

results confirmed the presence of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 in circulation and its significant 

effect on glucose clearance.  At 54 h post-injection, the area under the curve (AUC) is 

reduced by 40% (p<0.001, Figure 32A) for treated mice compared with PBS treated 
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controls.  Similarly, at 102 h post-injection, AUC is reduced by 32% for treated mice 

compared with PBS treated controls (p<0.001, Figure 32B).  

 

Figure 32.  IPGTT after GLP-ELP injection in C57BL/6J mice. 

Blood glucose levels in 7 week old mice during IPGTT performed (A) 52 h and (B) 102 

h after a single injection of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (14 nmol/mouse, *** p<0.001). 
 

5.3.7 In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of GLP-ELP 

To confirm depot formation and persistence in vivo for over 5 days s.c., NIR labeled 

(GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (175 and 700 nmol/kg) and (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 (175 nmol/kg) soluble 

control were injected s.c. and imaged for up to 1 week post injection using an NIR 

fluorescence tomography system.  Tomography images confirmed the presence of a 

(GLP-1)-ELPLow120 s.c. depot which could be visualized for 1 week following a single 

injection.  Further, it was visually apparent that, while some small amount of (GLP-1)-

ELPHigh120 soluble control persisted in the injection site (Figure 33A, Appendix B Figure 

40), the size of depots created by both doses of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 was substantially 
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larger thus confirming the role of in vivo transition of the ELP in depot formation (Figure 

33 B-C, Appendix B Figure 41 and Figure 42).   
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Figure 33.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of GLP-ELP. 

NIR tomography images after a single s.c injection of (A) (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120, 175 

nmol/kg (B) (GLP-1)-ELPLow120, 175 nmol/kg and (C) (GLP-1)-ELPLow120, 700 nmol/kg 

immediately following injection and 24, 72 and 120 h after s.c injection. 
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Upon quantification of the whole-body fluorescence intensity it was again apparent that 

some artifacts interfere with correct estimation of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 injected at 700 

nmol/kg.  As seen in Figure 34, the overall intensity increases 4  h after injection, and then 

decreases at the 24 h time point and beyond.  This effect was not observed for (GLP-1)-

ELPLow120 and (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 injected at 175 nmol/kg, which suggests that 

quenching is the cause of this artifact.  Upon comparison of the quantification data for 

(GLP-1)-ELPLow120 and (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 (175 nmol/kg) clear differences are observed 

in the amount of fluorescence retained in the mouse.  Whereas the normalized intensity 

of (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 falls to less then 5% of the initial value, (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 retains 

almost 40% of the initial intensity after 24-48 h and 20-25% of the initial intensity after 

72-120 h.  Except for the 4 h time point, the trend of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 injected at 700 

nmol/kg seems to resemble that of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 injected at 175 nmol/kg.  These 

results suggest that a stable depot is formed 24 h after injection but that a considerable 

fraction (~60%) of the depot is released in the first 24 hours, a fact which may suggest a 

possible mechanism for enhancing glucose reduction by generating a stronger depot.  

Despite the fact that no increase in fluorescence is seen for constructs injected at 175 

nmol/kg, quenching issues may still effect the reading (and there may still be an increase 

in fluorescence at a time point that was not measured in this experiment), and some 

caution should be used in the interpretation of these results.   
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Figure 34.  Quantification of fluorescence intensity measured by NIR tomography of 

GLP-ELP. 

 

 

5.3.8 Significance 

We have shown that the (GLP-1)-ELP drug delivery system is a viable and attractive 

method for the sustained delivery of GLP-1 for up to 5 days following a single 

subcutaneous injection.  The (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusion protein is entirely genetically 

encodable, allowing for complete control over the overall fusion size and composition – 

which also controls the construct Tt and depot properties.  Production of fusion proteins 

is not only exact but also economical, as they successfully express in E.coli expression 

systems, and ITC based purification allows for high-throughput screening of multiple 

constructs.  Thus, production of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 does not require complicated 
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mammalian expression hosts, post-expression processing such as site specific 

conjugation or additional chemicals.  Most importantly, the ELP allows for extended 

GLP-1 circulation via two controllable mechanisms:  (1) s.c. depot formation, in which 

the GLP-1 fusion proteins are stored and released over time and (2) increased MW of the 

fusion protein, which increases the half life of the circulating drug once released from 

the depot.  The significance of these elements is illustrated by the comparison of a single 

injection of depot forming construct and an equimolar soluble fusion construct (Figure 

30D).  The high molecular weight (50 kDa compared with 3.2 kDa for native GLP-1) 

allows the soluble construct to reduce glucose levels for up to 24 h, significantly longer 

than monomer GLP-1.  However, the depot forming construct generates a more 

moderate and consistent reduction in glucose levels.  Similarly, administration of a 4 

fold higher dose of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 caused a steady reduction in fed glucose levels 

which persisted for over 5 days post injection and correlated with decreased AUC in 

IPGTT. 
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6 Review of PODs and GLP-ELP drug delivery systems 
and future prospectives 

6.1 PODs and GLP-ELP depots for drug delivery 

We have set out to create several modular drug delivery technologies that address the 

major drawbacks of current peptide drug delivery systems.  As previously discussed, 

most peptide drug delivery formulations increase peptide residence time by two main 

approaches:  prolonged release and prolonged circulation.  In this chapter we will 

compare the efficacy of PODs and GLP-ELP depots and discuss their advantages and 

disadvantages in the context of their approaches to peptide drug deliver – prolonged 

circulation and prolonged release.   

 

By design, PODs were intended to mimic synthetic microsphere technology – to prolong 

peptide residence time by providing a mechanism for prolonged release of monomer 

GLP-1 peptide.  However, in the current design, some GLP-1 dimers, trimers and higher 

multimers are release from the injection site, possibly also providing some extended 

circulation time due to this increase in molecular weight.  By contrast, GLP-ELP soluble 

control, (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120, does not create a s.c. depot, but extends peptide circulation 

by increasing its MW and by somewhat delaying its release from the injection site.  

(GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 constructs are therefore analogous to peptide-PEG conjugates that 

extend half life mainly by prolonged circulation.  Interestingly, (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 

constructs form a s.c. depot which provides prolonged release and once released have 
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extended circulation times due to the attachment of high MW ELP.    (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 

constructs take advantage of both mechanisms for extending peptide circulation.  Figure 

35 depicts these systems as they relate to the two central themes of peptide delivery 

systems. 

 

Figure 35.  PODs and GLP-ELP in the context of the central themes for peptide drug 

delivery. 

PODs acts mainly as a prolonged release formulation although the release of some 

higher MW fragment possibly also provides prolonged circulation times.  (GLP-1)-

ELPHigh120 is mainly a prolonged circulation formulation whereas (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 

extends peptide half life both by prolonging its release from the s.c. depot and by 

prolonging circulation by increased MW. 

 

Both PODs and GLP-ELP fusions are entirely genetically encodable, a feature which 

provides an advantage for these technologies when compared with microspheres or 

PEGylated peptides which require post-expression manipulation with synthetic 

polymers and/or organic solvents which may complicate production, scale up and 

downstream purification of the drug.  In addition, each of the POD and GLP-ELP fusion 

technologies have distinct advantages and disadvantages that are characteristic of the 
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mechanism by which they increase peptide circulation.  As discussed, PODs, like 

microsphere formulations, require administration of a relatively high dose of GLP-1 

equivalents as compared with native peptide, (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 and (GLP-1)-

ELPLow120.  Due to its high efficacy, native peptide can be administered in very low 

amounts (1 nmol/mouse) but is rapidly cleared.  (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 suffers some loss in 

activity compared with the native peptide, but is rapidly released from injection site, 

and in our study, 175 nmol/mouse reduced blood glucose by as much as 60% compared 

with PBS controls  and its glucose lowering effects remained significant up to 24 h after 

injection demonstrating prolonged circulation time compared with free peptide.  

Conversly, 175 nmol/mouse of depot forming (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusions had a very 

modest, if significant effect on blood glucose due to the slower release of drug from the 

injection site, but administration of 700 nmol/mouse resulted in a steady reduction of 

blood glucose levels by ~30% which persisted for 5 days following injection.  The 

increase in the required dose of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 illustrate the shift of this technology 

towards prolonged release formulations, as compared with (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120.  Finally, 

PODs, which rely almost entirely on prolonged release mechanism for extending 

peptide half life, require a significantly larger dose – 3,000 nmol GLP-1 

equivalents/mouse – to reduce glucose levels by ~30% for 5 days, similarly to (GLP-1)-

ELPLow120 depots. 
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While dose comparisons favor the GLP-ELP platform, there are other considerations that 

may favor the POD technology.  The yield of PODs (~150 mg/L) was significantly higher 

than that of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (30-50 mg/L), possibly hinting at the increased stability 

of PODs compared with (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 fusions.  In addition, a significant strength 

of PODs stems from the high degree of modularity in their design that is controlled by 

orthogonal design elements that can be manipulated at the gene level.  The ELP phase 

behavior (amino acid composition) and size, the number of peptide repeats in the 

oligomer and the design of the protease cleavage site – all influence the release kinetics 

of peptide from the POD and may enable fine tuning of peptide release that cannot be 

achieved with peptide-ELP fusions.  Overall, we believe the POD and peptide-ELP 

fusion technologies together offer complementary genetically encoded peptide drug 

delivery platforms that are both economical and versatile, enabling prolonged 

circulation, prolonged release, and everywhere in between. 

 

6.2 Future perspectives 

Several aspects in the design of PODs and peptide-ELP fusions can be explored to 

extend and fine tune the pharmacokinetic profile of the peptide, and allow for more 

sophisticated peptide delivery designs.  PODs suffer a loss in dose efficiency due to 

release of GLP-1 dimers, trimers and other multimers.  This inefficiency can be remedied 

by incorporating stronger protease cleavage sites between GLP-1 units, such that the 
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majority of peptide multimers are completely cleaved to monomers s.c..  One possible 

protease recognition site that has been identified in preliminary studies is the di-arginine 

protease recognition site, as there are known proteases that cleave between multiple 

basic residues.  In this design, the GLP-1 monomer sequence becomes: 

RAHGEGTFTSDVSSYLEEQAAKEFIAWLVKGR 

such that protease cleavage will occur between the C-terminal Arginine of one GLP-1 

monomer, and the N-terminal Arginine of the next GLP-1 monomer.  Again, this degree 

of modularity at the N-terminus is afforded by the use of the DPPIV cleavable dipeptide 

incorporated at the N-terminus of the GLP-1 sequence.  When labeled with Dylight 488 

and injected s.c., blood fractions show significantly less GLP-1 multimers then 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 and ([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 (Figure 36).  Whether this more 

efficient GLP-1 release can lead to greater or similar glucose control as ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPLow240 with lower dosage remains to be discovered. 
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Figure 36.  In vivo imaging of PODs with an alternative protease site. 
SDS-PAGE gel of Dylight 488 labeled PODs, injected s.c and sampled from the tail vain at 
0, 3 and 6 h post-injection. (A)   ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow240 at 0, 3, 6 hours post-injection, 
(B)  ([G8E22]GLP) x6-ELPLow60 at 0, 3, 6 hours post-injection and (C) (RR[G8E22]GLP) x6-

ELPLow120 at 0, 3, 6 hours post-injection. 
  

Further, much remains to be explored the design of more sophisticated PODs. For 

example, one future design of PODs that can be envisioned is a construct which the 

protease cleavage sites between peptide monomers are not identical, but instead range 

from “slow” to “fast” cleavage sites that may provide an additional level of temporal 

control over circulating levels of the peptide drug.  More sophisticated designs could 

also involve a POD in which multiple peptide drugs –with a synergistic mode of action– 

are expressed as a single polypeptide fusion with an ELP tag, and are loaded with 

different fractions of each drug that are consistent with their required cumulative in vivo 

dose and with cleavage sites that are individually tailored to release each peptide drug 

at a rate that is optimized for its unique pharmacological profile.  Similarly, more 
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advanced designs of peptide-ELP fusions could also involve a single depot injection 

consisting of a mixture of several peptide-ELP fusions –with a synergistic mode of 

action– loaded with different fractions of each drug that are consistent with their 

required cumulative in vivo dose. 

 

The behavior of both PODs and GLP-ELP drug depots could be further modified to 

create a better pharmacokinetics.  Both PODs and GLP-ELP typically reduced blood 

glucose levels for up to 5 days following injection (by IPGTT), suggesting that the ELP 

moiety is the limiting factor in the creation of a stronger depot that would persist for 

longer durations.  The ELP phase behavior is controlled at the sequence level by the 

composition of the ELP and its MW– both of which can be modified to generate 

additional levels of control over the temporal profile of glucose reduction (other than 

dose).  Because we have in hand a large set of diverse ELPs[49] and unique expertise in 

generating new ELP sequences which may be have different thermal properties, we 

believe that with further optimization, GLP-1 release could be tuned for potentially 

longer duration of action than demonstrated here.  In addition, it may also be 

worthwhile to explore crosslinked peptide-ELP gels to generate a much stronger peptide 

depot that may provide markedly prolonged glucose control.  Another possible method 

to extend the depot viability may be by incorporation of free ELP in the injection 

formulation of both PODs and GLP-ELP depots.  The density of a pure ELP depot may 
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be higher than a peptide-ELP depot, and a combination of these two moieties at different 

ratios may provide a facile approach to prolong depot viability.  Preliminary 

experiments in db/db mice (data not shown) demonstrate a markedly different glucose 

lowering profile that may indicate strong depot formation.    Finally, a different animal 

model may be selected to examine the effects of both GLP delivery systems in diabetic 

mice.  To correct for extreme hyperinsulinemia and possibly other confounding 

pathologies in db/db and ob/ob mouse models, a model in which diabetes is induced by 

feeding a high fat diet may be more appropriate to gage the efficacy of PODs and GLP-

ELP fusions. 
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Appendix A:  DNA sequences used for OERCA 

Table 2.  Sequence information for ssDNA templates and primers used for the synthesis of aELPs and GLP-1 protein-polymers 

via OERCA. 

UNIT OLIGOMER  (5’-3’) F PRIMER (5’-3’) R PRIMER (5’-3’) 

VPGVG GTACCTGGGGTAGGTGTGCCGGGCGTCGGTGTGCCGGGCGTCGGTG

TTCCGGGCGTGGGTGTCCCAGGCGTAGGG 

GTACCTGGGGTAGGTGT CCCTACGCCTGGGACA 

AVPGVG  

 

GCTGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCCGTGCCGGGCGTGGGCGCGGTGCCTG

GCGTGGGCGCGGTCCCGGGCGTCGGCGCAGTTCCAGGTGTAGGT 

GCTGTACCAGGTGTTG ACCTACACCTGGAACT 

VAPGVG 

 

GTAGCTCCAGGTGTTGGTGTGGCCCCGGGCGTGGGCGTGGCGCCTG

GCGTGGGCGTCGCGCCGGGCGTCGGCGTTGCACCAGGTGTAGGT 

GTAGCTCCAGGTGTTG 

 

ACCTACACCTGGTGCAA 

VPAGVG 

 

GTACCAGCTGGTGTTGGTGTGCCGGCCGGCGTGGGCGTGCCTGCGG

GCGTGGGCGTCCCGGCGGGCGTCGGCGTTCCAGCAGGTGTAGGT 

GTACCAGCTGGTGTTG 

 

ACCTACACCTGCTGGAA 

VPGAVG 

 

GTACCAGGTGCTGTTGGTGTGCCGGGCGCCGTGGGCGTGCCTGGCG

CGGTGGGCGTCCCGGGCGCGGTCGGCGTTCCAGGTGCAGTAGGT 

GTACCAGGTGCTGTTG 

 

ACCTACTGCACCTGGAA 

VPGVAG 

 

GTACCAGGTGTTGCTGGTGTGCCGGGCGTGGCCGGCGTGCCTGGCG

TGGCGGGCGTCCCGGGCGTCGCGGGCGTTCCAGGTGTAGCAGGT 

GTACCAGGTGTTGCT ACCTGCTACACCTGGAA 

 

APGVG GCTCCAGGTGTTGGTGCCCCGGGCGTGGGCGCGCCTGGCGTGGGCG

CGCCGGGCGTCGGCGCACCAGGTGTAGGT 

GCTCCAGGTGTTGGTG ACCTACACCTGGTGCG 

VAGVG GTCGCTGGTGTCGGTGTTGCCGGCGTGGGCGTGGCGGGCGTGGGCG

TAGCGGGCGTTGGCGTTGCAGGTGTAGGT 

GTCGCTGGTGTCGGTG 

 

ACCTACACCTGCAACGCCAA 
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VPAVG GTTCCAGCTGTTGGTGTGCCGGCCGTGGGCGTGCCTGCGGTGGGCG

TCCCGGCGGTCGGCGTACCAGCAGTAGGT 

GTTCCAGCTGTTGGTG 

 

ACCTACTGCTGGTACG 

VPGVA 

 

GTTCCAGGTGTTGCTGTGCCGGGCGTGGCCGTGCCTGGCGTGGCGG

TCCCGGGCGTCGCGGTACCAGGTGTAGCA 

GTTCCAGGTGTTGCTGT 

 

TGCTACACCTGGTACCG 

GLP/W CCTTTACCAGCGACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGGTCAGGCGGCGA

AAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTTGTTCCGCGTCACGTGGAAGGCA 

CACGTGGAAGGCACCTTTA

CC 

ACGCGGAACAACCAGCCA 

 

GLP/I CCAGCGACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGGTCAGGCGGCGAAAGAAT

TCATCGCGTGGCTGGTGAAAGGTCGTGGTGCCCACGTGGAAGGCAC

CTTTA 

GGTGCCCACGTGGAAGG ACGACCTTTCACCAGCCA 

GLP/S GGTGCCCACGTGGAAGGCACCTTTACCAGCGACGTGAGCAGCTATC

TGGAAGGTCAGGCGGCGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTGAAAG

GTGGCGGTGTTCCGCGT 

GGTGCCCACGTGGAAG ACGCGGAACACCGCCA 
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Table 3.  DNA sequence information for ssDNA templates used for the synthesis of oligomers encoding repeats of AVPGVG via 

OE-PCR 

OVERLAP OLIGOMER  (5’-3’) 

100% Forward: 

GCTGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCCGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCTGTCCCTGGCGTGGGCGCGGTGCCGGGCGTCGGCGCAGTGCCGGG

CGTGGGCGCTGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCCGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCTGTCCCTGGCGTGGGCGCGGTGCCGGGCGTCGGCGCAG

TGCCGGGCGTGGGC 

Reverse: 

GCCCACGCCCGGCACTGCGCCGACGCCCGGCACCGCGCCCACGCCAGGGACAGCACCAACACCTGGTACGGCACCAACACCT

GGTACAGCGCCCACGCCCGGCACTGCGCCGACGCCCGGCACCGCGCCCACGCCAGGGACAGCACCAACACCTGGTACGGCA

CCAACACCTGGTACAGC 

50% Forward: 

GCTGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCCGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCTGTCCCTGGCGTGGGCGCGGTGCCGGGCGTCGGCGCAGTGCCGGG

CGTGGGCGCTGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCCGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCTGTCCCT 

Reverse: 

AGGGACAGCACCAACACCTGGTACGGCACCAACACCTGGTACAGCGCCCACGCCCGGCACTGCGCCGACGCCCGGCACCGC

GCCCACGCCAGGGACAGCACCAACACCTGGTACGGCACCAACACCTGGTACAGC 
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Table 4.  DNA sequence information of the oligonucleotides used to form dsDNA cassettes capable of concatemerization 

UNIT  OLIGOMER (5’-3’) 5’ ADAPTOR (5’-3’) 3’ ADAPTOR (5’-3’) 

VPGVA Forward:GTACCAGGTGTTGCTGTGCCGGGCGTGGCCGTGCCTGG

CGTGGCGGTCCCGGGCGTCGCGGTTCCAGGTGTAGCA 

Reverse:TACTGCTACACCTGGAACCGCGACGCCCGGGACCGCCA

CGCCAGGCACGGCCACGCCCGGCACAGCAACACCTGG 

Forward: 

TATGAGCAAAGGTCCC 

Reverse: 

TACGGGACCTTTGCTCA 

Forward: 

GTATGGCCGTGATAATCTTCAG 

Reverse: 

GATCCTGAAGATTATCACGGCCA 

AVPGVG Forward:GCTGTACCAGGTGTTGGTGCCGTGCCGGGCGTGGGCGC

GGTGCCTGGCGTGGGCGCGGTCCCGGGCGTCGGCGCAGTTCCAG

GTGTAGGT 

Reverse:AGCACCTACACCTGGAACTGCGCCGACGCCCGGGACCG

CGCCCACGCCAGGCACCGCGCCCACGCCCGGCACGGCACCAAC

ACCTGGTAC 

Forward: 

TATGAGCAAAGGTCCC 

Reverse: 

AGCGGGACCTTTGCTCA 

Forward: 

GCTTGGCCGTGATAATCTTCAG 

Reverse: 

GATCCTGAAGATTATCACGGCCA 

GLP-1 Forward:CACGTGGAAGGCACCTTTACCAGCGACGTGAGCAGCTA

TCTGGAAGGTCAGGCGGCGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTTG

TTCCGCGT 

Reverse:GTGACGCGGAACAACCAGCCACGCGATGAATTCTTTCG

CCGCCTGACCTTCCAGATAGCTGCTCACGTCGCTGGTAAAGGTG

CCTTCCAC 

Forward: 

TATGAGCAAAGGTCCC 

Reverse: 

GTGGGGACCTTTGCTCA 

 

Forward: 

CACTGGCCGTGATAATCTTCAG 

Reverse: 

GATCCTGAAGATTATCACGGCCA

: 
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Appendix B:  NIR tomography images 

 

Figure 37.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPHigh60. 

NIR tomography images (A) and cross sections (B) after a single s.c injection of 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPHigh60 at 0, 5, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h (panels 1-8 respectively)
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Figure 38.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPLow60. 

NIR tomography images (A) and cross sections (B) after a single s.c injection of 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow60 at 0, 5, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h (panels 1-8 respectively).
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Figure 39.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of ([G8E22]GLP)x6-

ELPLow240. 

NIR tomography images (A) and cross sections (B) after a single s.c injection of 

([G8E22]GLP)x6-ELPLow240 at 0, 5, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h (panels 1-8 respectively)
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Figure 40.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of (GLP-1)-ELPHigh120 (175 

nmol/kg). 

NIR tomography images (A) and cross sections (B) after a single s.c injection of (GLP-

1)-ELPHigh120 at 0, 4, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h (panels 1-8 respectively).
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Figure 41.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (175 

nmol/kg). 

NIR tomography images (A) and cross sections (B) after a single s.c injection of (GLP-

1)-ELPLow120 at 0, 4, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h (panels 1-8 respectively).
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Figure 42.  In vivo near infra-red fluorescence tomography of (GLP-1)-ELPLow120 (700 

nmol/kg). 

NIR tomography images (A) and cross sections (B) after a single s.c injection of (GLP-

1)-ELPLow120 at 0, 4, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h (panels 1-8 respectively).
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Appendix C:  Genetic constructs 

GLP-1 polymers vector information 

GLP-1 polymers were generated using OERCA and ligated to a modified 

pET25b+ vector restricted with the blunt SmaI and AleI restriction enzymes (section 

2.2.4).  The vector contained an ATG start codon, a leader, a linker and a polyhistidine 

tag at the 5’ end of an ELP sequence (designated ELP1-90 in out lab).  Figure 43 outlines 

the DNA and amino acid sequence of the MCS used to insert the GLP-1 polymers.  

Table 5 details the information of GLP-1 libraries created by blunt ligation of OERCA 

products in this vector.  

 

Figure 43.  Detailed MCS around GLP-1 polymer insertion site 
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Table 5.  OERCA libraries of GLP-1 polymers 

GLP-1 variant Amino Acid Sequence DNA Sequence for OERCA (GLP-1)xN 

library 

generated 

[G8E22]GLP GAHGEGTFTSDVSSYLEEQAAKEFIAWLVKGR GGTGCCCACGGTGAAGGCACCTTTACCAGCG

ACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGAACAGGCGG

CGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTGAAAGG

TCGT 

1,2 4,5,6,7 

[G8E22A36]GLP GAHGEGTFTSDVSSYLEEQAAKEFIAWLVKGA GGTGCCCACGGTGAAGGCACCTTTACCAGCG

ACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGAACAGGCGG

CGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTGAAAGG

TGCC 

    2, 4, 6 

[V8]GLP/1 GAHVEGTFTSDVSSYLEGQAAKEFIAWLVKGR CCAGCGACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGGTCA

GGCGGCGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTG

AAAGGTCGTGGTGCCCACGTGGAAGGCACCT

TTA 

3,6,8,10,15 

(RR[G8E22])GLP RAHGEGTFTSDVSSYLEEQAAKEFIAWLVKGR CGCGCCCACGGTGAAGGCACCTTTACCAGCG

ACGTGAGCAGCTATCTGGAAGAACAGGCGG

CGAAAGAATTCATCGCGTGGCTGGTGAAAGG

TCGT 

5,6 
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Following sequencing, (GLP-1)x6 polymers were selected from each library, restricted at  

NdeI and HindIII restriction sites (Figure 43) and ligated to a vector containing an NdeI 

and HindIII sites and a linker at the 5’ end of an ELPHigh-120 or ELPLow-(60, 120 or 240) 

(Figure 44).   The various (GLP-1)x6-ELP fusions made are detailed in Table 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 44.  Detailed cloning site for GLP-1 polymer insertion to ELPHigh and ELPLow 

vectors 

 

Table 6.  (GLP-1)x6-ELP constructs 

GLP-1 variant ELP fusions 

[G8E22]GLP ELPLow60, ELPLow120, ELPLow240, ELPHigh60 

[G8E22A36]GLP ELPLow60, ELPHigh60 

[V8]GLP/1 ELPLow60, ELPLow120, ELPHigh60 

(RR[G8E22])GLP ELPLow60, ELPLow120, ELPLow240, ELPHigh60 
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(GLP-1)-ELP vector information 

GLP-1 variants for (GLP-1)-ELP constructs were generated by PCR using the DNA 

template of the [G8E22]GLP gene used for OERCA (section 5.2.1).  The PCR amplified 

sequence was cut with NdeI and HindIII and ligated to the ELPHigh120 or ELPLow120 

(Figure 44) to generate (GLP-1)-ELP single fusions (Figure 45).  

 

Figure 45.  Detailed vector information for (GLP-1)-ELPHigh 
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